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Abbreviations and Acronyms
Advanced er_v recoveryvehicle
Attitudecontrolsysmm
Aerobrakc FlightExperiment
Attachment and inmgration
Aluminum
As low asreasonablyachievable
Advanced Launch System
Anomalously largesolarprotonevent
Atomic mass (unit)
Area rauo
Argument ofperigee
Atmospheric revitalizationsysmm
Amficial gravity
Ascent
Advanced spaceengine
Astronomical Unit (=149.6 millionfan)
Buik-in test
B uih-inrestequipment
Boundary.Layer Analysis Program
Blood-forming organs
Degrees Celsius
Cryogenie/acrobrakc
Comptcr-aidcd design/computer-aidedmanufacturing
Cryogenic all-propulsive
Drag eoe_icient
Closed Environmental Life Support System
Crew health care
Center of gravity
Lift coefficient
Centimeter = 0.01 meter
Crew module
Center of mass
Check out
Cost of facilities
Conjunction
Committee on Space Research of theInternational Council of Scientific
Unions
Carbon dioxide
Cryogenic
Hyperbolic excess velocity squared (inlcm2/S 2)
days
Design, development, testing, and evaluation
Dose equivalent
Degrees
Descent
Data management system
Velocitychange (AV)
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EA
Earr
Ec
ECCV
ECWS
ECLSS
EP
ESA
e.S.O. "
El"
Ero
EVA
F'DgD
Few
Fr
Fra
Fi
F1
Fn
Fo
Fp
F_
FSE
Fs
Fss
Fu
Fv
FY88
g
GCNR
GCR
GEO
GN2
GN&C
GPS
Gy
hab
HD
I-I_l
HLLV
hrs
hyg w
I-IZE
H2
H20
Earth arrival
F.arth amvaJ
Modulus of elasti_y in compression
Earth crew capture vehicle
E.lement control work station
F.nvi_nment control and Life support system
EIecmc propulsion
European Space Agency
Engine start oppomnity
Exmmal Tank
Earth-to-orbit
F..xwa-vehicuiar activity
_ation efficiency factor
F'u-_ Demotion and Differentiation
Life support weight
Specific floor count factor
Specific floor area factor
Aerota'al_ mmgrazion factor
Specific lengthfactor
Normaliz_ spaml unit count factor
Path options factor
Useful perimeter factor
Parts count favor
Proximity convenience factor
Plan aspect ratiofactor
Section aspect ratio factor
FLight support equipment
Vault factor
Safe-haven split factor
Spatial unit number factor
Volume range factor
Fiscal Year 1988 (--October 1, 1987 to September 30, 1988.
other years)
Acceleration in Earth gravities (--accelemtion/9.80665m/s 2)
Gas core nuclear rocket
Galactic cosmic rays
Geosynchronous Earth Orbit
Gaseous nitrogen
Guidance. navigation,and control
Global PositioningSystem
Gray (SI unitof absorbed radiationenergy = 104 erg/gm)
Habitation
High Density
Human Exploration Initiative (obsolete for SE13
Heavy lift launch vehicle
Hours
Hygeme water
High atomic number and energy particle
Hydrogen
Waa="
Similarly for
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ICRP
IMLEO
in.
inb
IP&ED
IR&D
Isp
ISRU
JEM
JSC
k
kcV
kg
klb
klbf
lan
KM
KM/Scc
KM/SEC
ksi
I./D
LD
LDM
LEO
LET
LEV
LEV_/I
Level rl
I.,H2
LiOH
LLO
LM
/.,OR
LOX
LS
LTV
LTVCvl
L2
m
[MarsGram
[MARSIN
MASE
MAV
M/CDA
MCRV
me
MEOP
McV
InternationalCommission on RadiationProtection
Initialmass inlow Earthorbit
Inches
Inbound
Implcmemation Plan and Element Description
Indcpcndantresearchand development
Specificimpulse (=thrust/massflow rate)
In-sireresourceutilization
Japan BA'pcrimcm Module (ofSSF)
Johnson Space Center
klb
Thousand cle_run voh
Kilograms
Kilopounds (thousands of pounds. Conversion to SI units--_8 N/k.lb)
I,h'lopoundforce
Kilomc_rs
ICAlomcters
Kilome_zs per second
K/Iomcmrs per second
K/.lopoundsper squareinch
Lift-to-dragtio
Low density
Long durationmission
Low Earth orbit
Linearenergy transfer
Lunar excursion vehicle
Lunar excursion vehicle crew module
Space_cpior_on tniti_ve projectomce, JohnsonSpaceCenter
Liquidhydrogen
Lithium hydroxide
Low Lunar orbit
Lunar Module
Lunar orbitrendezvous
Liquid oxygen
Lunar surface
Lunar transfervehicle
Lunar u'ansfervehiclecr_w module
Lagrange point2.A pointbehindtheMoon as seen from theEarth which
has the same orbital period as the moon.
Meters
Western Union interplanetarytelegram]
Martian pornography]
Mission analysisand systems engineering(same as Level 11q.v.)
Mars ascentvehicle
B_dHcticcoefficient(mass /dragcoefficientimes area)
Modified crew recovery vehicle
Mass of elccn'on
Maximum expected operatingpressure
Millionelectronvolt
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MEV
MLI
MMH
MMV
MOC
MOI
rood
M&P
NIPS
MR
m/see
MSFC
MS
naT
MTBF
MTV
MWe
m 3
N
rga
NASA
NCRP
NEP
NERVA
NSO
NTR
N204
OSE
OTIS
outb
O2
PBR
Pc
PEEK
PEGA
P/L
POTV
pot w
PPU
prop
psi
PV
Q
Q
RAAN
RCS
Mars excursion vehicle
Multi-layer insulation
Millimeter (=0.(301 meter)
Monometiaylhydrazine
Manned Mars vehicle
Mars orbit captm_
Mars orbit insertion
Module
Mamrials and processes
Main propulsion system
Mixmm ratio
Meters per second
Marshall Space Flight Center
MiLLion pounds per square inch
Metric tons (thousands of kilograms)
Metric tons
Mean _ between faflm'_s
Mars n'ansCer vehicle
Megawatts electric
Cubic Mem's
Newton. Kilogram-meters per second squared
Not applicable
National Aeronaud_ and Space Administration
National Council on Radianon Protection
Nuclear-electricpropulsion
Nuclear engine for rocimt vehicle application
Nuclear safe orbit
Nuclear thermal rocket
Nitrogen temoxide
Orbital support equipment
Optima/Trajectoriesby ImplicitSimulation program
Outbound
Oxygen
Particle bed rm_nor
Chamber pressure
Polyether-ether ketone
Power_ Earth gravity assist
Payload
Personnel orbital transfer vehicle
Potablewater
Power processingunit
PropcUant
Pounds per squareinch
Photovoltaic
Heat flux (Joules per square centimeter)
Radiation quality factor
Right ascension of ascending node
Reaction control system
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Re
RF
RMLEO
RPM
RWA
R&D
SAA
SAIC
SKI
SEP
SI
SiC
SMA
sol
SPE
SRB
SSF
SSME
ST_
stg
surf
Sv
S1
82
$3
_o
TBD
Tc
TCS
TEl
t.f.
THC
TIVll
TIV_S
TPS
TT&C
TAV
UN-W/25Re
VAB
VCS
Vinf
W'Be2C/B4C
WMS
W/O
WP-01
w/sq cm
Rc.vnolds numbe_"
Radio fr_quemcy
Resupply mass in low Earth orbit
R_volurions per mmum
Re.l_ve wind angle
Re.search and D_we.lopment
Rendezvous and dock
South Atlantic Anomaly
Science Appiica_ns Inm'nafioml Corporation
Spac_ Exploration Inkiam, c
Solar-electric propulsion
Inm'nmonal system of units (n_mc syst_n)
Silicon cz,r_te
Semis=jot axis
Solar day (24.6 hours for Mars)
Soalr From events
Solid Rocket Boosm-
Spac_ Stain Freedom
Spac_ Shu_le Main Engine
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Smg_
Surface
Sicvie_ (SI unit of dose equ/vaicnt -- Gy x Q)
Dis=ac_ along acrobrakc surface forward of the stagnation point
Distance along a=ro_ surface aft of the s_gaa_n point
Distance along a_robrakc suffa_ _ of the smgnanon point
Mcmc tons (1000kg)
To be dcm'mined
Chazntm" mnp=znrre
The..nnal conn'ol
Trans-Ear_ injection
Trans-Earrh inje_'fion sulge
Tank weight factor
T=np_'ann_ and hmnid/ty conn'ol
Trans-Mars inj_m
Trans-Mm's inj_'rion stage
Thermal promc_ion system
Tracking, t_Icmcrry, and con_l
Thrust to wci_t razio
Uranium nimde - Tungsten/25% Rhenium macro" fucl
VehicleAssemblyBuilding
Vapor coo]ledshield
Velocitya_infinity
Tungstenberylliumcabide/Boroncabidccomposkc
Wasm management syste_n
Without
Work package i (ofSSF)
Warts per square ccntimemr(shouldbc Wcm "2)
v
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Z
zero g
Atomic number
An unacc_le_#,d f_amc of reference, _ee-fall
[order:. numbers followed by _ Ictr_"s]
100K
7n7
_k
-c
hV
$
_g
<I00,000 pa.niclcs per cubic meter larger than 0.5 micron in diameter
Whe_ n=(0,2-5): Boeing Company jet transport model numbers
Kelvin
Pos/fivc charge equal to charge on clectron
Chargeon cicca'on
Change in vclocky
Standard deviation
Micro_-avity
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EVOLUTION OF THE CRYOGENIC PROPULSION VEHICLES
TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE PRESUMED LEVEL I REQUIREMENTS-
During the course of the STCAEM study, and particularly during the 90 Day Study, many SEI
(then HEI) transportation requirements were generated by Office of Exploration Level IT. These
are reported as appropriate and necessary in various sections of this report, as well as in the
STCAEM Implementation Plan & Element Description Document technical volumes. Here, space
only permits a summary discussion of the Level I requirements adopted by STCAEM as they
evolved during the course of the study. The concepts developed and analyzed ultimately were to
accommodate the in-space transportation functions required to support the buildup of a permanent
presence on the Moon and initial human exploration of Mars. Thus, our Level I requirement was
simply to deliver cargo reliably to the surfaces of the Moon and Mars, and to get
people to those places and back safely. Vehicles in support of missions to other
destinations are not part of SEI per se, and were not addressed by STCAEM. Planet surface
system characteristics and Earth-to-orbit (ETO) launch vehicle characteristics were adopted as
needed for manifesting purposes, largely intact from other sources. No design work was
performed for these two categories. In addition, the mission planning horizon was limited to the
year 2025, about 35 years from now.
The chief Level II requirement governing the dimensions of the vehicle concepts we
developed came to us during the 90 Day Study, and was a crew size of 4 for Mars missions.
Subsequently, STCAEM performed a simple skill mix analysis or these long-duration missions.
Our result was that doubling up on critical skills (for redundancy), given reasonable expectations
of how many skills each crew member could become expert in, requires in fact a minimum of 6 -
7 crew members for Mars missions. For the sake of consistency, our vehicle concepts are
shown comparable to the 90 Day Study restdts, sized for fottr crew. Impacts accruing from
larger crew sizes are discussed in the Major Trades IP&E book.
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY - A vehicle concept emerges gradually
through the iterative combination of requirements analysis, subsystems analysis, mass synthesis,
performance analysis and configuration design. Because of the cascading, cause-and-effect nature
of specific technical decisions in this cyclic process, the ability for a particular concept to remain
fully parametric is incrementally lost, sacrificed for depth of detailing. The need to penetrate
deeply even at the conceptual stage is twofold: (1) to uncover subtle integration interactions
whose ramifications fundamentally revise the concept as they reflect back up the information
PREOEDING PAGE BLANK NOT PILIVI,ED
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hierarchy;and (2) to enabletheproductionof graphicalimagesof the concepts capable of being
communicated widely but grounded firmly in engineering detail. If circumstances allow the
concept development process to engage many cycles of reflexive adjustment, from requirements all
the way down through subsystem detailing, the design oscillations subside eventually and the
product that emerges is a robust and defensible concept. Basic differences in problems posed and
solutions engineered lead concept developments in different dixcctions. "Like" problems and
solutions gravitate together; their recombination and resolution results in distinct, identifiable
vehicle concepts which constitute vehicle archetypes. A concept is archetypal ff it spawns concept
progeny whose ancestry is clear, and ff in so doing its salient features recognizably survive
subsequent refinement, development and scaling. The ultimate purpose of the STCAEM Concepts
and Evolution tasks was to generate, analyze, evaluate and describe such vehicle archetypes, and
the role they could play in human space exploration missions.
The STCAEM architecture analysis identified seven major classes of transportation
architecture for SEI lunar and Mars missions. Some are derived from different propulsion
technology candidates; some arc derived from distinct mission philosophies independent of
propulsion method; most have many sub-options. Vehicle archetypes are keyed more closely to
propulsion method than to mission mode, however, so we found that all seven SEI transportation
architectures can be accomplished by derivative combinations of just five archetypal Mars transfer
vehicle (MTV) concepts, two archetypal Mars excursion vehicle (MEV) concepts, and one
archetypal lunar transportation family (LTF) concept. The concept evolution of these archetypes is
outlined in Section x.2.
DESIGN AND NECKDOWN CRITERIA - STCAEM concept development was punctuated
by four "neckdowns", which winnowed down the option candidates generated at each successive
level of detail throughout the study. The four neckdowns were intended to result in: (1) feasible
options, based on promising propulsion technologies capable of performing SEI-class missions;
(2) preferred options, representing the handful of candidates whose performance and
technological readiness were judged to warrant detailed study; (3) integrated concepts, vehicle
archetypes developed sufficiently to uncover their major integration concerns and architectural
context ; and (4) detailed concepts, based on the reconciled integration of traded subsystems.
The 90 Day Study occurred such that the f'n'st two neckdowns were effectively reversed;
cryogcnicaUy propcUed, aerobraking technology was necessarily preferred at that time, due to
depth of understanding. However, STCAEM later rounded out the picture by completing all four
neckdown activities, in an ongoing manner throughout the study.
• D615-10026-2
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Studyingthe programarchitectureimphcationsof various technology options for SEI
missions led to the conclusion that the most generally accessible discriminators, cost and risk, are
driven by more subtle technical discriminators than, for instance, initial mass in low Earth orbit
(IMLEO). These can be grouped into three broad categories:feasibility, flexibility, and multi-use
design. As indicated above, feasibility was the fin'st filter for all concepts considered by STCAEM.
Flexibility has three components: (1) robustness, which is the ability to perform nominally
despite variable or unanticipated conditions; (2) resiliency, which is the ability to recover from
accidental delays or mishaps; and (3) evolution, which is an adaptation over time to changing
requirements. Flexibility is thus a measure of a program's technical strength and safety in the face
of variable extrinsic factors. Multi-use design has two components: (1) re-usability, which
means using the same hardware item more than once; and (2) commonality, which means using
the same hardware design in more than one setting. Multi-use design is thus a measure of a
program's cost-effectiveness and intrinsic longevity. These two key architecture drivers were
paramount in interpreting the results of STCAEM's technical trade studies, and figured
prominently in the development of element concepts.
MARS TRANSPORTATION - Four Mars transfer propulsion candidates survived all
STCAEM neckdowns: cryogenic chemical, nuclear thermal, nuclear electric, and solar electric.
Analysis of aerobraking resulted in two performance ranges of interest for Mars entry (hypersonic
L/D = 0.5, and L/D = 1.0), as well as the use of high-energy aerobraking (HEAB) for capture at
Mars. Consequently, the five archetypal MTV concepts are based respectively on:
cryogenic/aerobraking (CAB), cryogenic all-propulsive (CAP), nuclear thermal rocket (NTR),
nuclear electric (NEP), and solar elecmc (SEP) propulsion technologies. The two archetypal MEV
concepts are based on the "low" and "high" I._ performance ranges analyzed.
Cryogcnic/Aerobraked Mars Transfer Vehicle (CAB_- NASA selected cryogenic chemical
propulsion, augmented by aerobraking for capture and landing at Mars, as the opposition-profile
baseline for the 90 Day Study. The archetype which t"trst resolved the dominant configuration
complications for CAB Mars missions already existed (Boeing, 89). With this foundation the 90
Day Study was able to progress rapidly into performance, subsystem, operations and
programmatics analyses. The 90 Day Study exercise in turn enabled refinement and validation of
the CAB archetype. The major drivers for the CAB archetype are:
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I) High-thrustchemical propulsion: engine-out design to accommodate shifting vehicle mass
center as the mission progresses, given the fact of engine clustering and limited gimbal angle;
propulsion system geometry for in-flight testing before critical mission maneuvers; and avoidance
when possible of aerobrake penetrations.
2) High-energy aerobraking: current understanding of aftbody wake closure geometry, and
aerodynamic simulation-based constraints on mass center location; mutual independence of MEV
and MTV during final approach to Mars space, since each is captured separately; packaging of the
entire MTV system in as small a capture aerobrake as possible; potential requirement for MTV
brake retention and re-use for Earth captme upon return.
3) Rotating artificial gravity: physiological constrains drive the CAB archetype toward
deployable tether schemes because of the effort to make the aerocaptured vehicles as compact as
possible. This makes the physical arrangement of the MTV systems difficult, given both a
requirement to maintain all habitable volumes (both the MTV habitat and the MEV crew cab and
surface module) contiguous during transfer, and the fact that the only rotation countermass
available on the return leg is the empty MTV TEI propulsion system.
4) Modular vehicle design, in an effort to maximize system commonality, to standardize
integration and operations protocols, and especially to accommodate the widely varying energy
(propulsive) requirements of opposition-class missions. In STCAEM, opposition missions were
designed to collect most of the energy difference in the TMI AV. This burden was more easily
accommodated by the TMIS, which became a highly modular vehicle system.
5) Robotic-mediated operations: facilitating machine access into the densely packaged systems
of the CAB vehicle, and designing provision for robotic EVA maintenance during the mission, is a
tough but essential requirement. We baselined an operations concept in which manipulator
systems could travel around the rims of the rigid aerobrake structm'es, both to assist in assembling
the vehicles at Earth and to service them en route.
V
A concept called the "Shuttle-Z 3rd Stage" was detailed in response to a Level II trade.
This is a modular version of the TMIS, in which each section uses its engine twice (once for ETO
orbit insertion and again for the Mars departure bum). The fundamental problem with the scheme
is that, with engines located on each TMIS section instead of clustered in the center, mass-balanced
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engine-outon TMI is not possible without the addition of an extremely long (120 m) truss to
separate the TMIS from the payload mission vehicles.
A configuration trade analysis revealed that avoiding the need for Mars orbit rendezvous
upon arrival between a separate MEV and MTV by configuring one large, aerocaptumd vehicle was
not practicable (either a very large aerobrakc, or a reconfigurablc cryogenic propulsion sysmm,
appeared necessary).
An Earth-Mars cycler vehicle capable of providing periodic transfers between the two
planets is onc potential mission mode addressed by our architecture assessment. Such a vehiclc
could tak, a variety of forms, but for SEI-class missions, thc basic function could bc accomplished
with a variation on the CAB vehicle. For the conventional cycler profile, aerocapture encrgies for
the "taxi" craft needing to get into parking orbits at Mars are quite high. Re-usable vehicles for this
job would probably rcquir_ hcavy and/or complex thermal protection systems.
OTHER SYSTEMS:
Cryogenic All-Propulsive Mars Transfer Vehicle (CAP) - The CAP archetype is fundamentally a
variation of the CAB archetype, but is reported here as a separate archetype because its mission
philosophy is quite distinct. The CAP concept was developed in response to two drivers:
1) Exploration of alternative purposes for SEI Mars missions led, after the 90 Day Study, to
more in-depth discussions of the merits of conjunction vs. opposition profiles. Initial
presumptions favored short total mission durations; this approach remained typical after the FY88
and FY89 OEXP study cycles, in which very short, compressed opposition or "split-sprint"
mission modes figured prominently. However, given the 30 - 60 d Mars staytime realistically
permitted by thcir astrodynamics, the ratio of usable surface time to total mission time for
opposition profiles is about 10 %. Afmr the 90 Day Study, this was recognized more widely as a
relatively disappointing science rctm-n on a large ,ngincm'ing invcstmcnt, cxacel"bated by the
possibility of extrinsic events (likc Martian dust storms) precluding landing altogether. By
comparison, the same ratio for a typical conjunction mission is about 30 %. The top-level costs
associated with exploiting the greater opportunity to do in-d_pth science proffered by conjunction
missions are two: (1) the requh'ement for more elaborate surface payload manifests to support both
that science and the crews to conduct it for year-long stays; and (2) the greater risk to mission
completion incurred by having the crews and hardware spending almost 3 yr in deep space
instead of about 1.5 yr.
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The conjunction pmfifle offers other benefits recognized much later. First, the opportunity
variation in mission energy requirements is much reduced for the conjunction case, so that mission
hardware can be more consistent from one opportunity to the next. This would minimize the actual
program upset resulting from a missed opportunity. Second, having of order 300 d available at
Mars would permit more flexible mission design. For example, rather than spending the entire
staytime on the surface, the mission might carry multiple landers each destined for short visits to
widely separated surface sites (or crew rescue at a given site). And finally, although conjunction
missions arc roughly twice the length of opposition missions, the bulk of that difference can
consist of time spent on the surface of Mars, under the radiation shielding afforded by the martian
atmosphere. The actual in-space transfers arc about equal in length outbound and inbound, and
their total is less than the total in-space transit time for typical opposition missions. Thus in
scenarios required to minimize astronaut exposure to in-space galactic cosmic radiation (GCR),
well-designed conjunction missions am of great interest. (Trip m'nes can be shortened further still,
until the so-called "conjunction fast transfer" mission energy requirements approach those for
opposition missions.)
Conjunctionlow-energy missionsdo not bencfitfrom HEAB, so thesemissionsneed only
carry aerobra.kcsfor entry and landing. Performing Mars capture with cryogenic chemical
propulsionleadstothreefundamentaldistinctionsbetween CAP and CAB concepts:
I) The MTV and MEV(s) are captured together,precluding the possibilityof failureto
rendezvous and consequent scrubof landingattempts.
2) The Earth-departure('I'M/)stagegrows intoa multi-stagedpropulsionstack,with TMIS,
deep-space burn (DSB) stage,and Mars arrival(MOC) stage.Thischanges theoverallaspectratio
of the all-upvehicle,making itlonger,which has implicationsfor attitudecontroland debris
shielding in LEO.
3) Relaxing therequirementfortheMTV tobe an acrobrakedvehiclemeans thatthe systems
constrainedin the CAB case to be packaged behind an aerobrakecan be distributedifferently.
Thus the Mars-departure (TED propulsionsystem can be combined with the MOC system and
placedattheoppositeend ofthevehiclefrom theMTV habitationsystem and payload.Thisinturn
means thatrotatingarRficialgravitycan be accomplished as simply as forthe NTR vehicle,by
configuring a long, lightweighttrussbetween the propulsion end and the payload end, and
spinningthisrigidassembly end-over-end.Tethered solutionsarenotr_uired because acrobrake
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packaging is no longer a problem. This last set of CAP consequences departs _om the CAB
concept sufficiently for their resolution to constitute a distinct vehicle archetype.
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY (CAB) The need for artificial gravity on long-duration
interplanetary transfers has not been established. Neither has the lack of such a need, however, so
STCAEM was obligated to examine the penalties incurred by requiring continuous artificial gravity
en route between Earth and Mars. Various approaches to rotating artificial gravity have been
proposed; STCAEM assessed all of them, and invented some new ones. The fundamental design
problems associated with artificial gravity derive from: (1) the need for a countermass for rotation;
and (2) the high mass cost of processing the angular momentum vector of a system having large
rotational energy. Elegant solutions to both are elusive, and vary widely with propulsion option.
Secondary complications are communications and navigation pointing, flight structures sized to
hang heavy vehicles, and possibly material fatigue. The fundamental operations problems
associated with artificial gravity involve crew EVAs during rotation, robotic maintenance in the
vehicle's gravity field, crew physiological and psychological responses to a rotating environment,
performing minor course-correction propulsive maneuvers and testing the capability prior to
departure. Our work has verified that artificial gravity appears feasible for Mars-class missions,
for all propulsion options, at fairly modest mass penalties.
The CAB archetype involves more complexity. The MTV habitat must be
contiguous with the MEV crew modules, and yet for the return trip the (empty) MTV propulsion
system is the only available countermass to the MTV habitat. Thus the MTV hab and the MTV
propulsion system must be separated by a few hundred meters; however, the entire MTV must also
package behind an aerobrakefor capture at Mars. One solution we rejected for mass and
habitability reasons splits the transfer habitat system in two halves, held when not aerobraking at
opposite ends of a deployable tunnel. A more sensible approach is to use tethers, configuring the
M'TV systems such that they are properly mass-balanced for propulsive burns and aerocapture, but
can slip apart as the tethers are unreeled for artificial gravity. The center of rotation provides a
convenient location for a despun power/navigation/communications utility.
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY (CAP) - .The CAP and NTR archetypes accommodate artificial
gravity easily. Both are high-thrust systems, so their bum times are extremely short (minutes to
hours) compared to coasting transfer time (months). Critical propulsion maneuvers can occur
during nonrotating periods of microgravity, at the cost only of spinup/spindown propellant. In
general, the propulsion system remaining through the end of the mission can serve as countermass
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to thecontiguouslyconnccte..dhabitationsystems. When separatedby a lightweightruss,theycan
justspinend-over-endduringcoastphasesto providesufficientgravityata comfortablespinrate
with acceptablevestibulardisturbance(wc basclincd Ig toinsurefullconditioningfor surface
activityupon arrivalatMars, and 4 rpm maximum spin rate,which togetherleadto a 56 m
separationbetween thc hab and the ccntcrof mass). The additionalmass of the trussand
propellantfora few budgeted spinup/spindowncyclesisof order 10 % of IM.LEO.
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Low-L/D Mar_ Ex_rsign Vchigle (MEV) - The MEV archetype development began during, and
was resolved just foUowing, the NASA 90 Day Study. It was originally conceived as a means of
delivering 25 t of undefined payload to the surface of Mars. However, the specification of crew
cab provisions, the analysis of vehicle mass balance, and consequently the configuration design of
the vehicle all depend on specifics of the payload manifest. We assumed a 20 t reference surface
module as an integral part of the MEV. This led to a "Mars campsite" design intended to support a
crew of four for 30 - 60 d and became or standard lander design. Chief departures from the
lunar campsite mode of operation were:
1) The MEV arrives with the crew already onboard, and so is capable of a really self-
contained mission.
2) The MEV also brings with it an ascent vehicle (MAV) with a separate propulsion system,
configured optimally for the ascent phase (or ascent after breakaway from the descent stage during
a descent abort). The crew cab for the MAV is the operations bridge for the MEV during all its
mission phases.
3) The MEV is configured for packaging within an L/D - 0.5 aerobrake. For CAB
missions, this brake captures the as-yet unmanned MEV into Mars orbit autonomously, before
rendezvous with the MTV, and is used again for the descent. For CAP and other types of
missions with propulsive Mars orbit capture, this brake is used only for descent. In all design
cases, terminal descent engines are extended through ports in the windward surface of the brake at
low Mach number, and the brake is jettisoned subsequently, prior to touchdown.
The MEV configuration was developed to permit later removal and relocation of the surface
habitat module, with the aid of surface construction equipment. A variant of the MEV, without
either surface module or MAV, was analyzed for delivery of heavy cargo on unmanned missions.
A quick assessment was made of the feasibility of re-using an MEV, presuming in situ prtxiucdon
of oxygen and retention of the aerobrake until touchdown. The outcome was positive, although:
(1) additional brake hatches appeared necessary for landing gear deployment, crew egress, and
cargo offloadinu and (2) a lightweight top-shroud appeared advisable due to aerodynamic drag on
ascent, and to permit the crew bridge to protrude beyond the presumed wake-protection limit for
direct surface viewing during terminal approach. Configuration options for a "split-stage" MEV,
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in which thesame,or a portion of the same, propulsion system is used for ascent as for terminal
descent, were also investigated, and shown to be simple variations of the archetype.
Our baseline aerobrake assembly concept presumed robotic-mediated final assembly of pre-
f'mished, rigid aerobrake segments at Freedom. Packaging such segments efficiently by nesting
them in an ETO launch shroud is made challenging because of: (1) the aerobrake's asymmetrical,
deep-bowl shape, in which the maximum depth of a typical "slice" is comparable to reasonable
shroud diameters; and (2) the aerobrake's lip, required for both aerodynamic performance and
structural stiffening around the free brake edge. Subsequent manifesting analysis, in which
segments were configured according to an initial rib-and-spar structure concept, indicated that two
ETO flights would be required to launch a single aerobrake in several pieces. Such extremely
volume-limited and volume-inefficient manifesting is an unacceptably poor use of the expensively
developed capability that a heavy-lift E'TO system represents.
In response to this manifesting problem, STCAEM proposed the "integral launch" concept,
in which a fully assembled, integrated aerobrake is launched externally, mounted on the side of the
launch vehicle exactly analogous to current STS operations. The low-L/D brake is comparable to
the STS orbiter in linear dimensions, and is light enough to launch two at once, with capacity to
spare for other, shrouded payload as well. Ascent performance of such a flight configuration
requires study; the critical question is whether ascent loads would size the aerobrake structure out
of the competitive mass range for the mission itself.
Our structural analysis indicates that since the deep bowl-shaped aerobrake loads like a
doubly-curved shell, it may be possible to construct an actual "aeroshell" without resorting to ribs
and spars or some other articulated skeletal structure system. The shell would be made of a
relatively thin honeycomb-type material system with integral TPS. However, lip buckling would
still require a stiffrim, probably facilitated by a closed-tube-section structure. Such a brake may be
lighter, and certainly simpler, but the thickened rim would still cause packaging problems due to
nesting interference.
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High-L/D ReusableMars ExcursionVehicle
occurred in response to three drivers:
CRMEV) - The RMEV archetype development
(1) Analysis so far indicates that L/D -- 0.5 is sufficient at Mars for controlling an aero-
vehicle at Mars. However, the existence of some mission design studies in the literature which
advocate L/D > 1.5 for Mars, combined with our preliminary understanding of controllability
under Mars conditions, make it important to know in detail how different the configuration
constraints imposed by higher LID would be from those imposed by the lower L/D (which by
1989 had come to be regarded generally as appropriate),
2) As the 90 Day Study stimulated thinking about what the purpose of SEI Mars surface
missions should be, concern developed that global, or at least wide, access to the surface of Mars
was potentially important. High-thrust Mars transfer propulsion systems (chemical or NTR) tend
to be mass-constrained by arrival and depanta_ vector geometry to certain parking orbit conditions.
Although there is no lack of interesting (scientifically important) landing sites accessible from the
periapsis of any orbit at Mars, the fact that performance-optimized parking orbits are unique for
each high-thrust opportunity causes a site-access problem if returning to the same surface site is
required (for base buildup). Thus for high-thrust transfer propulsion options particularly, an
ability to achieve cross-range on lander entry may be important. High L/D enables greater cross-
range capability.
3) Certain Mars lander issues not imposed as requirements during the 90 Day Study required
analysis and design validation. Developing a new MEV concept, substantially different from the
baseline MEV, allowed us to investigate those issues simultaneously and thoroughly. Specifically,
we addressed: (1) a deep aerobrake structure concept, of interest for maximum structural
efficiency and therefore reduced brake mass; (2) the ability to deliver large-envelope cargo
manifests, represented in our design by a long-duration surface habitat module sized for 10 crew;
and (3) re-usability of the MEV, based on in situ production of cryogenic propellant.
The vehicle shape represented by the RMEV has applications for other interesting mission
modes, concepts for which have yet to be investigated in detail. Three examples are: (1) a smaller
RMEV, sized commensurately with the MEV to be a modest cargo-delivery vehicle; (2) a direct-
landing MTV, whose return propellant would be manufactured in situ on Mars; and (3) re-usable
aerobraked "taxi" vehicles capable of performing the Earth-Mars cycler embark/debark function.
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Cryogenic/Aerobrake (CAB)
Reference Configuration
Introduction
The cryogcnic/acrobrakc(CAB) concept was used as the NASA
referencevehicle.Itoffersconceptualcontinuitywith themains=cam Mars
transportationstudiespcrform_ over the lastsevcra.lyears. Itsonly major new
=chnology development ishigh energyacrobraking(I-IEAB)forplanetarycapture,
but the concopt alsorequiresa high-thnxstcryogenicspace engine. Being ableto
land on Mars using the CAB concept requiresa successfulrendezvous between
sopazamlycapturedvehiclesinMars orbit.
Nominal _,ssion Outline
• The vehicleisassembled,checked outand boarded inLEO
• The TMI burn occursand theTMIS isjettisoned
• MTV/MEV coas= toMats
• MTV and MEV sc_am_ 50 days prior toMats captt_
• The MEV _ mboticallyaday ahead oftheMTV, Frovidinglast-
minute vcdfmafion of atmosphericconditionsand targeting
• The MTV captures,followedby mnd=zvous intheparkingorbitwiththeMEV
• Th= landingcrow transferstotheMEV and checksitout
• Tim MEW' descends tothesurface,,jettisoningitsacrobrak=priortolanding
• Aftra"surfaceope=-mions, the ascentvebiclc (MAV) leaves its descentstageand
surfacepayloads,ascends toorbitand docks with theMTV forcrew transfer
• Tim MAV isjetzisonedinMars orbit,and theTEl burn occurs
• The MTV coastsback toEarth
• The crew tmn.ffcrstoa modified ACRV (MCRV), jettisonstheMTV and
performs a _ entryatEarth (optional:theentireIvrrv acrocapturcsintoa
LEO parkingorbitforrefurbishmentand m-us=)
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Vehicle Systems
The vehicle consists of three main elements: the Mars Excursion vehicle (MEV),
tim Mars Transfea" Vehick (MTV) and tim Trans-Mars Injection Stage (TMIS).
Mars T_ Vehicle (MT_
The MTV configurationshown consists of a transithabitatsized for
4 crew, an acrobralm,and a TEl Fropulsion system. The transithab islocated
centrally in the aerobrake with an external airlock and an MCRV attached to the top
(in the configurations shown, an Apollo-style ECCV was used to represent the
MCRV). The sirlock allows access to the MEV crew cab and surface habitat
during all phases of the transfer mission until the MEN' separation 50 days prior
to Mars arrival The MCRV is used for mission scenarios featuring direct-entry
crew return; these scenarios expend the entire MTV upon return to Earth. In a
reusable mode, the entire MTV would be aerocapmred back at Earth for
refurbishment and re-use; a second airlock would be located in place of the
MCRV. The aerobrake is of identical geometry and consm_tion as the MEV
aerobrake, but is stronger and heavier due to its larger payload mass, and does not
require any engine doors. The propulsion system (TEl) is divided symmetrically
(
into two tank-stacks swaddling the transit hal), like the MAV tankset configuration.
The propulsion system is oriented at an angle relative to the aerobrake axis, with
the two engines aitncd out the rear of the acroi:n'akc, to avoid TPS penetrations
while still pen_tting mass-balanced operation dunng the burn.
Trans-Mars Inie_"tion Stage (TMIS)
The _ consists of a core unit with four advancod space engines (AGE),
avionics and cryogenic prolmllant tanks, and provision for up to four "strap-on"
• propellant tanksets. This configuration allows propellant cross-fe_ling in the case
of engine-out, and modular accommodation of the entire stage's performance
according to the mission opportunityrequirements. Keeping the engines close
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toge±er on the core stagc allows tracking thc CM during an engine-out condition
via gimballing. This stramgy avoids either opposi_-shutoff (leading to long burn
dmcs and grcaxcr gravity losscs), or a rCCluircmcnt for extra sum:ram (a 125m
umss) bctwcen thc prot_llant tanks and cngincs to allow CM tracking. The TMIS
accounts for about 75 % of thc total IMLEO, a substantial l_r-mission resupply
C08[.
Mars ExcursionVehiclc(ME_
The rcfctcnccMEV isa manned landerthatcan transporta crew of4 tothe
surface.Itconsistsof a surface-stayhabitatmodule (roughlySSF-modulc size),
an airlock,5 t of surface-sciencepayload,a cryogenic_sccnt propulsionsystem
with fourcngincs and bus strucmrc,and the asccntvehicle(MAV). The MAV
consistsof a short-dntadon crcw cab, and cryogenic ascentpropulsion systcm
with two engines. All pm_llant tanks_rc mass-balanced around theirmaneuver
CMs so thatno latc_ CM shiftingoccurs.The entireMEV ispackaged in a rigid,
mmcatcd-hypcrboloidal acrobmkc with I./D= 0..5,towhich itisattachcdateight
points(fourbus-frame cornersand fourlanding-gearfootpads).The acrobrakcis
fiucdwithdoors which open coallowthedescentenginestoextendand igniteprior
to acrobmkc separation(aLlowingfullbenefitof the brake'sdrag). The brake is
dmn jetdsoncdas thelandinggearextendpriortoterminalapproach and hovering
mucJ_1own.
Dominant configuration constraints for the MEV are as follows:
•Payload manifcsting
•Surfaccaccess
•Contigumus crew volumes
•Short vchiclc stack
•Enginc-ouz capabili_s
*On-orbit asscmbly
Payload manifcsdng ismainly a proximity and mass balance issuc.The surface
habitatand airlock,which isthc bulk (80%) of thcpayload, requireacccssto thc
asccm crew cab and the surface, as well as being mass balanced for proper flight.
The science payload requires surface access for case of unloading. Docking is
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facilimmd by placing the crew cab high in the vehicle stack. The flightdeck
window islocamd toprovide viewing m the surfacefor landingas well as to thc
uPlx_ hatchfordocking. Keeping crew volumes contiguous allowsaccessduring
flight forcheck-outprocedures and simulationtraining.The vehiclestuckiskept
as shortas possibleforaerobralm wake protection,which tends m conflictwith
having the c_n_r of mass (CM) as high as possible,desirablefor a small engine
gimbal-anglem provide m_,im_l smcring lossin an engine-out scenario.A high
CM withina shortstackisaccomplished by placingthedense ascentLOX high in
theconfiguration.Finally,although thedominant consn'aintsforthe MEV derive
from itsperformance atMars, considem_n has been given toitsEro launch, h
isconfiguredto be launched in a few, large,pm-inmgramd sysmms for
on-orbk assembly. For example, the ascent vehicle can be launched intact in a
10 m diameter shroud, while the descent _ can be launched in 2 sections
for fairly simple on-orbit assembly and integation.
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Options and Alternative Configurations
Alternative Landers
As an alternative to using the 0.5 L/D hyperboloid shaped aerobrake for a landing vehicle,
investigations were made using a high (1.0+) L/D lifting body aerobrake shape and a Bi-
conic shape. Both of these shapes extend the crossrange capability and are candidates for a
reusable Mars Excursion Vehicle (RMEV), the criteria for which is given on the next
pages. It appears that the high I./D aerobrake will be better suited for a reusable system,
with fewer specialized parts. The Bi-conic will impose some restrictions on cargo that high
I_JD aerobrake will not, such as the delivery of a 10 crew habitat to the surface. In the case
of the Bi-conic the habitat would have to be either specially built to fit the available space or
the entire fleet of habitats would be scared to have this shape, at additional cost of
fabrication. Other constraints became evident, while the high 1.2D aerobrake has limited
visibility of the ground during landing operations, the Bi-eonic has none.
Alternate Mission Vehicles
An all-propulsive cryogenic (chemical) vehicle was evaluated for near term conjunction
missions. Conjunction missions were chosen due to the significant increase in IMLEO to
mount an opposition mission using an all-propulsive vehicle (- 1600 t IMLEO), while a
conjunction mission would be in the range of the cryo/aerobrake mission under
consideration (625-720t IMLEO). The advantage of the all-propulsive vehicle is that it has a
short development time and can be ready early. The disadvantages are the limitation to the
conjunction-class missions (long stay times at MARS, total trip time is long) and only the
ECCV is recoverable, all other sections of the vehicle are expended in operations.
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Reference Matrix to Alternative Architectures
In considering a complex task, it is useful to organize it huo a heirarchy of levels. The
higher levels are more important or more encompassings, while the lower levels include
more detail or are more specific. Constraints le.g., requirements and schedules) flow
down from the higher levels and solutions or implementations build up from the lower
levels. The ftrst figure shows a heirarchy of six levels from national goals to performing
subsystems. The following section discusses the fourth level, exploration architectures, in
terms of the lower levels: element concepts and performing subsystems. Selection of
preferred architectures will require the Government (the National Space Council. the
President, and the Congress) to fzrst def'me the top three levels.
Implementation Architectures
Seven architectures have been selected for examination: four different propulsion types
(Cryogenic/Aerobrake, NEP, SEP, and NTR): two variations of In-Situ Resource
Utilization CISRU) for propellants with Cryogenic/Aerobrake propulsion (Lagrange point 2
refueling and Mars surface refueling); and a cycling spacecraft concept. Three basic levels
of program scope are identified: small, moderate, and ambitious.
Multiple options can be generated within the basic architectures, varying launch vehicle
capacity, orbital node type, and mission profile and propulsion type for the various Lunar
and Mars vehicles.
Aerobraking is found to be applicable to all seven architectures, placing it as a 'critical'
technology. Electric propulsion leads to the lowest reference vehicle mass, and also almost
the lowest resupply mass. ISRU/Cryo leads to the lowest estimated resupply mass since
most of the propellant is derived locally rather than coming from Earth.
Cost Models
Cost estimation is being performed using "parametric" methods. This technique uses a
parameter, usually weight, as an input to empirically derived equations that relate the
parameter to cost. It should be recognized that the source data for the cost models is past
program experience, while the hardware being estimated will be built one or two decades
from now. Therefore these cost estimates should be assumed to have a standard deviation
on the order of +-100%. Hardware at technolog3, readiness level 5 may be assumed to
have a standard deviation in cost estimate of +-30%. No revenues from sale of products,
services, or fights (i.e. patent fights, data fights), or commercial investment, are assumed
in the cost estimates. These might appear in a scenario such as the Energy Enterprise.
Aa an example, the cost estimate for a NEP architecture shows an average annual funding
level of $8 billion per year after initial ramp-up.
The principal cost drivers identified include number of development projects, reuseability,
mass in Earth orbit, and mission/operational flexibility.
Analysis Methods
t,
Individual trade studies are performed within each architecture to optimize it against
evaluation criteria. The principal evaluation criteria to date has been initial mass in low
Earth orbit, as a proxy for cost. The results of this optimization will then be compared to
each other in goups. The early Mars group will compare all-propulsive, aerobraking,
lZREOEC'IF_G PACE BLANK NOT FILMED
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direct travel, and nuclear thermal among themselves. The electric propulsion group will
compare SEP and NEP. The innovative group will compare Lunar oxygen to cycler orbits.
These concepts may both be retained if it is advantageous to do so. FinaUy, the choice
between early Mars and Late/Evolving Mars will need to be made on the basis of cost. risk.
and perform_ce, while combining the best features from each group.
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Mission Analysis
A reference mission profile for Mars transfer was provided by MSFC, called the Level II
reference case (year 2015 opposition opportunity). We investigated this profile for other
oppommides in other years and did not limit ourselves to opposition mission only. An
alternative mission profile is to use a direct transfer to Mars, refueling on the Martian
surface, and direct return to Earth orbit (Mars Surface Rendezvous). A third alternative is to
use the Earth-Moon Lagrange point two (L2) as a departure and return node.
The reference mission profile for the year 2015 depart on May 22nd of that year and has a
30 day stay time at Mars. The total mission duration is 565 days. A 2016 profile has a
shorter overall time, 434 days, but adds about one kilometer/sec to the departure velocity
change (AV) relative to the 2015 mission. The stay time at Mars is held to 30 days.
Mission opportunities from 2010 to 2024 are tabulated. A plot of departure date versus
outbound trip time for the 2013 opportunity with a 400 day stay is typical, showing a
single optimum combination that minimizes mission AV. The other orbital characteristics
than epoch of departure have some effect on mission velocity requirements such as capture
and departure S-vector positions, GN&C maneuvers, etc. They have been investigated in
as great a detail as the depth and length of the contract allows.
Optimum departure vectors indicate that the ability of the engines to be capable of multiple
bums and therefore do broken plane trajectories to the declination launch asymptote will be
a requirement. Arrival conditions at Mars for capture orbit parameters such as periapses
location and lighting (capture and land in light), impacts of true anomaly and parking orbit
period on the relative position of the S- vector (departure vector) for abort and departure
capability and into the characteristics of the aerobrake itself for GN&C, landing and
crossrange capability.
In the reference mission, the excursion vehicle and transfer vehicle separately capture into
Mars orbit. To allow a one day spacing between the captures, a velocity difference must be
generated between them. To keep this AV low (under 100 m/s), the separation should
occur about 50 days before Mars arrival.
Guidance, navigation, and control analyses can be done at different levels of detail from
closed form approximations to full 6-degree of freedom simulations. To date 3 degree of
freedom analyses with variable atmosphere has allowed assessment of the errors induced
by a variable atmosphere. Guidance laws are being investigated.
Aeroheating analyses were performed on the medium (L/D-_.5) and higher CL/D=I.1) lift
brake concepts. With a fixed exit velocity target, flying inverted (negative L_) extends the
time for the maneuver. This is because the maneuver is from a hyperbolic velocity. A zero
lift trajectory would rise quickly back out of the atmosphere. Negative lift qaolds down'
the vehicle, extending the time for the aemmaneuver, thus lowering the heating rate. The
heat rate itself varies widely depending on the analysis method. This is an area that
requires more detailed investigation in the future. Either method leads to peak temperatures
at the stagnation point in excess of 2000K for hyperbolic excess energies (C3) of over 30
km2/sec 2. Aeodynamic loads were estimated over the brake surface, and two structural
concepts were examined. The fin'st was a spar framework, the second was a truss
framework.
A summary of this work is given below:
PREq_.DING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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This summaryaddressestheaembrakeanalysescategorized as geometric configuration for
capture and landing, Mars atmosphere knowledge uncertainty impacts on GN&C, design
configurations for reducing heating rates and loads, landing flight mechanics for range and
crossrangc requirements, structural techniques for reducing weight, and integration of
technology to meet overall mission goals. The aforementioned categories will be covered
in four sections: Aerocapture, Heating, Structure, and Ascent/Descent.
Aeroeapture - Critical GN&C related aerocapture issues are line-of-apside control and
apoapsis altitude control. Aerocapture analyses results included in this summary show the
following:
* Asymmetric roll with a finite rate provides improved line of apsides control.
*A guidance system designed for a low density atmosphere needs to be optimized
for other atmospheric conditions.
* Using MarsGram, a one sigma density change results in a large difference in
density variation between day and night.
* The guidance system (as related to aerocapture exit conditions) is more effected
by large (wavelength > 1000 kin) horizontal sine wave density variations.
* A larger vertical wavelength (on the order of 20 kin) sine wave density induces a
lesser error than a smaller vertical wavelength (on the order of 5 km) sine wave
density.
Heating - Mars aerocapture heating analyses results are given for stagnation point heating
and for some choices of surface heating. Heating analyses results included in this
summary indicate the following:
* For the Mars aerocaptm'e MTV, the stagnation point heating rate resulting from
averaged lift-down L/D is lower than the heating rate for average lift-up L/D.
* Under similar conditions, the heating loads follow the same trend as the
stagnation point heating rate.
* Along the center streamline of the hyperboloid aerobrake the predicted radiative
heat transfer rate at Mars using the Park method is approximately two times that
using the Tauber-Sutton method.
* The total heating rates at the stagnation point with Park(1,_5 w/sq era) and Tauber-
Sutton (80 w/sq cm) are higher than the near term (1993) radiative material
capabilities of approximately 70 w/sq era.
* For an averaged L/D -- 0.5 the stagnation point heating rate for Mars aerocapture
is 146 w/sq crn; Earth aerocapture heating rate is 172 w/sq cm.
* The local Reynolds number along the aft streamline of the 30m body does not
exceed 10E6.
Structures - Structural analyses results demonstrate weight savings and strength
improvements through advanced composites application and through spar design
advantages. Included structural analyses results depict the following:
• D615-10026-2 154
*Sparand truss configurations were developed for the 30 meter aerobrake concept.
* For the spar configuration and with current technology, the (81 mt payload)
weight estimate is 41.5 klb and the MTV (153 mt payload) estimate is 66.3 ldb.
* Improved material characteristics (200 ksi vs 105 ksi span strength) reduces
configuration weight by greater than 15%.
* Mass savings of 30% may be achieved by improved spar design and advanced
materials characteristics.
* The truss configuration provides a 15% weight savings
compared to the spar configuration.
Ascent/Descent - No ascent related information is discussed in this version of the
IP&ED; a forthcoming update will contain a discussion of ascent related data.
Descent trajectory analyses results point to L/D requirements related to landing site
accessibility issues. Included descent trajectory results include the following:
* For MEV with L/D = 1 and descent inclination of 45 degrees, a displacement in
latitude of 30 degrees may be achieved.
* An increase in L/D from 0.5 to 1.0+ extends the range by approximately 50%.
* An aeroflare reduces the ideal delta velocity required for landing by 200 to 300
m/see (L/D = 1).
* Cross range is a function of L/D with atmospheric density and dust concentrations
affecting the results
Issues with large aerobrakes such as these center around on-orbit assembly and inspection,
functions which consume many man-hours for the Space Shuttle on the ground. The
Shuttle has the only reusable aerobrake with repetitive use and accessible data. Another
issue is selection of the landing site. If the landing site requires an extensive plane change,
the L/D is higher, which ripples through the packaging of the lander and the weight of the
lander back to Earth launch requirements. On the other hand, using an arrival orbit tailored
to the landing site also has an impact on propulsion requirements, thence to Earth launch
mass. Thus selection of a landing site is required early since it affects the whole design in a
complex way. Some candidate sites are listed. Either a reference site or a requirement to
meet a range of sites up to some level of difficulty (for example any site less than +5kin
altitude and <70 degrees latitude) needs to be given as an input requirement for further
analyses.
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Performance Parametrics
Note: Contains material formerly in Mission Analysis
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Reference CryogenicslAerobrake (Cryo/Aerobrake) - System Requirements
During thecom's¢of theSpace Transfca"Concepts and AnalysisforExplorationMissions
contract(STCAEM), Bocing'sAdvanced CivilSpace Systems group (ACSS) has
condnctedregularreview meetingsinorcL-rtodefineand _rive requirements,conditions
and assumptionsforsystemscurrentlybeing developed.
As system definitionand development progresses,technicalexpertsprovidedocumentation
and rationalefornxluircn_ntsthathave be_n dmived. Thisre,al-_me capturingprevents
re_lui_mcntsand theirassociatedrationalefi'ombeing lostor neglectcckFor example, a
vehicle cor_gurator may se¢ the need for providing a minlm.m passage di_nsion for
vehicleegressoringress.Thisre.quircmcntwould thenbc captur_ atan early
development stageand would providea historyforthedecision.This seeminglysimple
requirementmay have largeimpac-,son thedesigndown theroad and itstraceabilityis
impor t.
D_ved rcquircn_nts and rationale arc later wansfc_.d to the Madison Research
Corporation (MRC) whcz'c they arc then entczrxl into the system data base which has be_n
developed for ACSS using ACIUS's 4th Dimension@ software. The data base allows for
easy access and n'a_ability ofreq_nts.
The chartsthatarccontainedwithinthisdocument representtwo collatedcopiesofprincipal
rcquimn_nts and assumptionsforFebruary 2,and May 30, 1990. The systemsdefined
include:(i)theMars TransferVehicle(MTV), (2)Mars ExcursionVehicle(]VEV),(3)
Trans-Mars Injection$mgc (TMIS), and theEarthCrew Capture Vehicle(ECCV). Each
system isthenbroken down intosubsysmm headingsof:(1)clcsignintegration,(2)
guidance,navigationand control(GN&C), (3)electricalpower, (4)man systems,(5)
smmnm_ and mechanisms, (6)propulsion,(7)ECLSS, (8)and command and data
handling (CS_H). The initials of each of the technical experts responsible for developing
the supporting rationale for each of the requiren_nts is indicated parenthe_ally next to each
entry.
Although themajorityofthederivedrequirementslistadarcdirectlyapplicabletoall
vehiclessuch asthosepowered by NuclcE Electricpropulsion(NEP), NuclearThermal
Rockets (NTR), SolarElectricpropulsion(SEP) and referenceCryo, thc_ am some that
am not.Those mquimn_nts thatam only dinx:tlyapplicabletoa specificvehicletypeam
indicamd withintlmenn'y.The italiclz_entriesindical_am_tion toan original
mquimn_nt priortothe secondrevisionof May 30, 1990.
Definingand m-examination ofdm'ivedrequirementswillcontinuethroughthecurrent
contracL
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Cryo/Aerobrake - Operating Modes and Options Reference"
This section contains the following:
• Operations Outline
• Operations Task Flow Description
• Operations Assumptions
• OgerationalTask Flow
In_ toevaluatethedifficultyof themissionoperationsatop levelview of thenecessary
S_lucnce ofeventswas generated.Only theareasofon-orbitassembly and ground support were
delvedintotoany depth.These arediscussedinthesupportsectionofthisdocument. The path
itselfisshown inthissectionand includesoptionsatassembly (on oroffSpace Station),intransit
outbound orinbound (withor without Venus flyby,Deep Space Burn and coastcorrectionany
combination of which may be used)and on return(dependingon how much ofthevehicleis
mco_ and where itisrecoveredat).
The Cryo/Aerobra_ vehiclewilloperateoutoftheLEO Space Stationorbit.The completed
vehiclewillleavefrom a positionco-orbi_ngwiththeSpace Stationand do one tothreebunasto
attaintheDeclinationLaunch Asymptote (DLA) requiredforMars transfer.The Trans-Mars -
Injectionstageisdropped aft_thelastburn and thetransitconfigurationestablished.This,at
present,isthezero-gravitytransitconfiguration,but an artificialgravityconfigurationwould bc
establishedatthispointinflight.For any swingby,Deep Space Burn or coastcorrection
maneuver, theartificialgravityconfigurationmust be despun,reconfiguredtothezero-gconditions
and reconfiguredtotheartificialgravityconditionsafterthemaneuver has been performed.
The on-lineself-checkcapabilityofthe systemsand subsystems willbe used throughoutthe
missiontomonitor thevehiclehealthand indicmepreventativemaintenance.Due tothelengthof
themission(i-3years)thevehiclemust be selfsufficientand capableofmaintenanceand repair
witha limitedcrew (4-7people).The lengthof missionRme and thedistancewillimpose limitson
thecommunications and controlof thevehiclethatcan Ix)done by ground operations;thecrew arc
on theirown resources.
About 50 days prior to Mars entry the Mars Excursion Vehicle (MEV) and the Mars Transit
Vehicle (MTV) will separam, with the MEV operating autonomously and entering first as a
pathfinder, the two vehicle sections will aerocapture and rendezvons in orbit. K anything happens
totheMEV incapture,theMTV withcrew,willabortand returntoEarth.Afterthevehicle
sectionsarcdocked and thefinalsiteselectionhas beenmade, theMTV willbc settooperate
autonomously, thecrew willtransfertotheMEV, demate theMTV and MEV, perform theon orbit
checkout and descend to the surface. The MEV will have the capability to perform a descent abort
with theascentsectionintheeventof an emergency toobtainorbit.From there,arendezvous and
docking maneuver withtheMTV willbc done forcrew transferand Earthreturn.
Once on the surface,theMEV establishescontactwith boththeautomated MTV and Earth.,then
proceeds tocarryoutthe surfacemission.When thesurfacemissioniscomplete,theascentsection
liftoffleavingthedescentsectionof thelanderand surfacehabitatbehind. The ascentsection
attainsorbitand docks with theMTV, thecrew transferswiththereturnsamples and allextraneous
mass isjettisonedpriortotheTram-Earth -InjectionBurn.
The inbound return transit proceeds like the outbound leg, with options in Venus swingby, coast
maneuvers and transit flight configuration. On Earth return, the baseline option is to have the crew
and samples transfer to the Earth Crew Capsule Vehicle (ECCV) several days before Earth entry
takes place, disengage from the MTV and return to Earth on a direct entry course in the style of the
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Apollo crew capsule. Alternate capture scenarios involve capturing the ECCV into a Space Station
access orbit and crew retttrn through the Space Station, and full capture of the MTV into LEO orbit
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Cryo/Aerobrake - Operating Modes and Options - Other
Pmscnt_l hem is a launch configuration for the exmrnally mounmd, fuUy assembled acrobrakc.
Thisoptionhas bccn caUcd "NinjaTurtle"launchconfiguration.While _c initialinvestigationf
launchingthevehiclecxm'naUy mounted indicamd that"more work" had tobc done theregardthis
asa viableoption;some launchconsiderationsuch as shroudsand fairingswe.renot considcT_ in
• c originalcalcvJafionwhich was basedon a designsketch.The analysesalsoinvolvedthelaunch
of two acrobrakcsins=ad ofone and was, again,a preliminaryanaly_s. Wc believethatthis
launchconfigurationdeservesfurtheranalyses.Itparallelstheconfigurationofthe Shuttleand
would solvetheproblems ofon-orbitconsmlctionof theaerobmkcs and severelyvolume limkcd
launches
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IV. System Description
A. Part Descriptions
The first set of charts tabulates subsystem characteristics for the seven flight vehicle
elements of the cryogenlc/aembrake vehicle. The following chart presents trade item
decisions and rationale for subsystem choices.
The Mars excursion vehicle (MEV) is packaged intoan asymmetricalaerobrakeforMars
capture and landing. The shape of the brake and the configuration of the MEV are driven
by the (assumed) 22 degree wake deflection inward of the velocity vector s_ntine. The
other packaging oonsideration is placing the center of mass in line with the aerodynamic
force vector. An alternative confignrafion includes a Mars surface reconnaissance (MSR)
vehicle which is mounted on the aerobrake for Mars capture. The MSR vehicle lands at a
different site than the manned lander, then returns a sample to the manned lander for return
to Earth.
The Mars transfer vehicle and Mars excursion vehicle are docked together during the
planetary wansfers to gain the use of the combined volumes for crew habitation. A short
duration crew module is used for return to orbit. It carries a crew of four. The MEV
includes the crew module, descent and ascent stages, and a surface habitat. The MEV has a
landing leg span of almost 20m and a height overall of 14m. Several views are provided
fi'om a computer solid model of the MEW.
An Earth crew capture vehicle is used for crew return to the Earth's surface. The
configuration shown is for a crew size of five, although subsequent analysis indicates a
crew of six is requized to l_'ide adequate crew skill redundancy.
Habitation Module Weight Trade Study. This study considered different module
shapes for varying crew size, to determine least weight solutions. Primary and some
secondary strucnn'e were considered in this stay as weight discxhninators. It was
assumed that certain penetration-related secondary structure (aidocks, hatches, windows)
and interiors (non-pressure hearing floors and wails, and equipment mounting) would not
he signlficandy different in weight across the options. The results indicate larger diameter
(i.e. more spherical) modules are lighter than the SSF design for large crew sizes.
The selec:edmodule concepthas a 7.6m diameterand a 2:1aspectratiowithellipticalend
domes.
Cryogenic Boiloff Code Tank Estimatiom Tank characteristics as a function of
operating pressure and multilayer insulation thickness were estimated. The estimates
generated by the computer model agree well with the actual mass of the Space Shuttle
External Tank when the External Tank capacities are used.
Relative Development Effort Comparison. Estimates of the development effort for
each propulsion element in a total Lunar/Mars wogram were made for various
combinations of propulsion. The nuclear thermal rocket yielded the lowest effort estimate
on a relative scale. This is only a gross comparison, not considering the differing cost of
propulsion developments.
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B. Weight Statements
Summary and derailed weight emimates are provided for the Chemical/aerobrake vehicle for
the 2015 opposition mission optxm'unity. Assumptions made in the weight estimates
include:
• C_w size of 4
Use ofEa.nh capun_ crew reun'n vehicleMission duration of 565 days.
• Improved technology (tx3st-1990) for component weights (see technology
section). The reference mass for this mission case is 800 tons in low Earth orbit.
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CryogeniclAerobrake Vehicle
Artificial Gravity Configuration
The cryo/ab artificial gravity configuration employs a tether to achieve the radius desired to
spin the wansfer habitat at 56 mand 4 rpm to produce lg. The tethers used are conductive
tethers to avoid having separate power fines running in conjuction with the tether, thus
complicating the reeling cycles. The conductive tether used is "ribbon" shaped to avoid
entanglement during the reefing cycles, m betzer facilitate "crawler" operations, and because
it radiates conductive heat better due to increased surface area over a circular cross-section.
The configuration is a 3 tether planar beam configuz_on with the crawler, solar an'ays and
comm,,-;cations laser located at the CM. The vehicle separates post-TMI with the wan_er
hab and MEV contiguously connected and the MTV aerobrake and TEI propellant used as
conntermass. The Mars to Earth configm-afion uses the MTV acrobrakc and the empty TEI
propeLlanz tanks as countermuss which resulzs in a longer coumermass radius to keep the
transfer habitat at 56 m. If the MTV aerobrake is jettisoned at Mars in a nonreusable
scenario, the Mars to Earth countermass radius would increase substantially to over 2 kin.
The cz'awler/mast/power configuration at the CM of the vehicle is deployed on trusses that
package into the crawler assembly. The solar array and the communications laser are on
despun joints for u-acking, and the entire assembly packages below the transfer habitat in
the MTV. The crawler is divided into 2 sections so that one section can always be at the
CM m support the deployable truss and the tether. The crawler taps into the aluminum
conductor to transfer power fi'om the solar array to the crew systems. Each crawler section
has 2 small solar arrays for independent power during movement along the tether.
The cryo/ab mass penalty,when compared toa reusable0g version,is~ 15%, because of
the hardware and propellantrequired to supportartificialgravityoperations.The MTV
aerobrakewould have toincreasein sizefrom 30 m to32 m toaccommodate packaging of
the tetherreel.crawler,solararrays,and communications laserbelow thetransferhabitat.
2 despun jointsare alsorequiredforthe solararrayand communications laser.
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Support Systems for the Mars Cryo/Aerobrake Transfer Vehicle.
The support systems necessary for the Mars Cryo/Aerobralm Transfer Vehicle consist of
the interrelated and interdependent tasks of ground, launch, and on-orbit processing.
Ground processing tasks for the Mars Vehicle include int_face identification and
verification as well as integrated systems testing. As the interface diagrams show, each
part of the Mars Vehicle is connected (mechanically, electrically, dam-wise, and/or fluid-
wise) to almost every other part. Earth-to-orbit (ETO) launch processing is constrained by
both ground and on-orbit considerations. These tasks include launch site preparation,
integrating the payload (in this case, the pieces of the Mars Vehicle) with the Heavy Lift
Launch Vehicle (HLLV), and manifesting. The scheduling of hardware to bc launched is
bounded on one side by the ground test and verification program and on the other side by
the on-orbit assembly plan. The selection of Assembly Node and assembly means
(robotic, EVA, mix, etc.) are part of this analysis. The systems, facilities, plans, and
purposes for each of these _rec levels of support are included within and represent the
magnitude of effort necessary before a Mars vehicle is actually ready to fly..
Ground Processing. The firstlevel,ground-based operations,beginswith the
identificationfsysteminterfacesfortheCryo/Aerobrak=Vehicle. Subsystem intcrfaces
arctobc performed by themanufacturer;,however, once complete systemshave been
delivere_itothelaunchsite,itisplanned toperform systemtosystemintegrationinorderto
testand verifyinterfacesand systemflightreadiness.The recommended approach istouse
flighthardware tothegreatestextentpossibleduringsystemtestand verification.The'
ground processingflow toaccomplishtheseint=rfacetasksdeterminewhen each system(s)
must bc availableand when each willbc readyforlaunch.The genericground process
involves:(1)receivingand inspectionof thesystem(s);(2)assembly of sysmm tosystem;
(3)veRficationofinmrfacesand testingforflightreadiness;(4)disassemblyof sysmm
fi'omsystem;(5)storageofsystem forothersubsequentinterfacetests;and (5)processing
of system forlaunch.
Launch Processing. Launch processingand sequencingconstitutethe second levelof
supportsystems. Processingtasksincludeintegratedassembly and checkout of Mars
VehiclesystemswiththeETO vehicle.One of themost significantimpactstotheassembly
and launchfacilitiesa wellastothelaunchvehicleitselfmay be theoptionoflaunching
theacrobrakcsfullyintegrated(the"NinjaTurtle"concept).This conceptholdspromise
forredacingon-orbitassembly problems butraisessome processingand launchvehicle
compatibilityissues.Manifestinganalysesaredependent notonly upon the ground and on-
orbitoperationsbutalsoupon theselectionof theETO launchvehicle.Severalmanifesting
scenarioshave b_n studiedfora varietyofHLLVs. In themajorityof cases,thelimiting
factorisfound tobc payload volum=, not mass, capacity.
On-orbit Processing. On-orbitoperations,thethirdlevelof supportsystems,pertainsto
theassembly (and,forreuseablcvehicles,thedisassemblyand refurbish_merit)of theMars
Cryo/Acrobrak= Vehicle. The choiceofAssembly Node includesfactorsuch as location,
robotic and man-tended capabilities,accessibility,micrometcoroid/debrisprotection,
operatingsystems,and on-orbitstorage.An on-orbitassembly analysishas been
performed forthereferencevehicle(withtheadded constrainthattheaerobralcesmust be
assembled inspace)based upon one possibleassembly platformwhich may bc suitablefor
theCryo/Acrobrake vehicle.Thisplatformwas designedtosolvetwo of themajor
problems with assembly ofthevehicleinLow EarthOrbit(LEO): debrisprotectionand
acrobrakcconstruction.The STS ExternalTanks serveasbothprotectionand a baseupon
which assembly mechanisms, storage,and vehicleintegrationmay bc performed. This is
not int=ndedtobc thefinalsolutiontotheseproblems;rather,thisstudyservestoshow one
D615-10026-2 425
possible solution at one possible node. The resulting analysis indicates that the main
dclimitcr in assembly time is the launch f_.,qucncy of the ETO vehicle.
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Advanced Civil Space Systems
Support Requirements and Concepts
Orbital and Space Based RequirementsSummary February 23, 1990
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VI. Implementation Plan
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Technology Needs and Advanced Plans
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Technology Issues - Cryogenic /
Aerobraked Vehicle
I. Introduction
Technology issues relating to the reference vehicle are presented in this section.
Some of the charts am also included in the NTR, NEP, and SEP IP&ED documents. The
focus of this section will be to bring out those issues important to the reference cryogenic
vehicle from these charts, and to present a series of technology level requirements
necessary for the reference vehicle.The most important technology development needs for
this option are in the areas of high energy aerobraking, and cryogenic fluid storage and
management
II. Technology commonality Issues
The following nine charts lay out the important technology commonality issues
between the major propulsion options as well as across the seven major mission
architectures identified in this study. The reference vehicle exhibits commonality, and
thereforeisa good "buildingblock" fortheothervehiclesin severalimportantareas.The
transfercrew module issubstantiallythe same as for allthe otheroptions.The MEV is
identicalacrossallvehicleoptions,exceptforthe cryogenicpropeLlantmanagement and
storageissues.The demands placedon the avionicssystem forthe chemical system are
similarto those forthe NTR, and probably greaterthan thoseneeded for the low thrust
NEP and SEP options.Finally,in-space assembly issues should be similarfor the
referenceand NTR vehicle,withtheexceptionoftherelatednuclearissuesassociatedwith
the NTR. Assembly issuesrelatingtothe NEP and SEP, while duplicatein some areas,
willbe uniqueinmost areas.
The seven identifiedLunar/Mars mission architecturesverses the required
component technologies,enablingand enhancing,are shown on thenext setofchartsand
facingpage text.Many ofthesecomponent technologyissuesarecommon acrossthelisted
architectures.These issuesarefortheentireintegratedarchitectures,and do notnecessarily
referspecificallyto thereferencevehicle.Cryogenic/aerobrakedvehiclesam usedin most
of thearchitecturesforinitialMars missions,and forallearlyLunar missions.The areasof
high thrustcryogenicpropulsion,and high energy aerobrakingare the primary areasof
technologydevelopment concernforthereferenceoption.
HI. Technology Development Concerns
As noted before,many of the identifiedcriticaland high leverage technology
development issuesare common acrossallfourmajor vehicleoptions.Common critical
technology issuesincludelow-g human factors,autonomous system healthmonitoring,
long term cryogenic storageand management (H2, and possibly02 for ECLSS), long
duration ECLSS, radiationsheltermaterialand cortfigurauon,and in-space assembly.
Unique cryo/AB technology issuesincludehigh energy acrobraking,and largeadvanced
space engine advanced development. Enhancing technologies include cryogenic
refrigeration(landertanks),O2-H2 RCS, advanced in-spaceassembly techniques,higher
Ispcryogenicengines,and advanced structuralmaterialsdevelopment.
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IV. Cryo/Aerobraked Vehicle Technology Requirements
Technology performance, levels required for the reference cryogenic vehicle are
oudined in the next eight charts, These axe not intended to be the levels needed for a
minimum vehicle, but serve mainly to document the levels required to accomplish the
identifiedreferencemissionprofilewith thevehiclemodel asConfigured.Changes tothese
specificationswould not necessarilyaffectthe feasibilityof a chemical Mars mission,but
would change the referencevehicle configuration.The listalso includes operational
requirementswhich could drivetechnology development or advanced development. An
example ofthiscould be therequirementof wet launched tanks,ratherthanfillingon orbit,
which would affectankdesign,and possiblyin-spacethermalpcrformancc.
V. Cryo/Aerobraked Technology Development Schedule
The finalchartinthissectionisa proposed technologydevelopment schedulefor
thenuclearelectricpropulsionoption.The scheduleshows that,given a FY '91 start,the
SEP vehiclecould be ready fora Mars missioninthe2009 timeRame. A fullscaledecision
pointisalsohighlightedduring year7. This isthepointwhere a commitment should bc
made forfullscalefundingand development oftheprogram.
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Technology Development Concerns and
All Propulsive Vehicle
Schedules
- Cryogenic
Criticaltechnologydevelopment issues_lating to the r_fercnceCAP vehicleare
presented in this section. Where applicable, the same charts arc also included in the CAB,
NTR, NEP, and SEP IP&ED documents. The focus ofthissectionwillbe tobringout the
most importantissuesrelatingto the referencecryogenic allpropulsivevehicle,and to
presentpreliminarytechnology development schedulesfor theseissues.The issuesarc
presentedhcrc in outlineform, beginning with the most important,with accompanying
scheduleswhm'cver possible.
Cryogenic Propulsion and Fluid Management
With the absense of high energy aerobraking for the all propulsive mission,
cryogenic propulsion and fluid management becomes the most important technology
development concern in theareaof vehiclebenefits.The high Isp ofa LH2-LOX system
(460-480 S)may prove enablingforan allpropulsivemission due tothe massive vehicle
sizeswhich could rcsuh from the lower Isp (280-360 s with metallic gels)storable
systems.The long term storageand low-g fluidmanagement of cryogenic fluids,along
with long lifedn_, in-space rcstartablecryogenic engines axe the major technology
development concernsforacryogenicallyfueledvehicle.Preliminarytechnologyschedules
arcpresentedforspace based cryogenicengines,and cryogenicfluidsystem development
for both Lunar and Mars applications.The cryogenic space based engine development
effortbegins with the planned AETB work atI..cRC,and continueson to development
work for a large engine for Mars applications.The cryogenic fluidsystems schedule
includesEarth-based thermal controland selectedmanagement (tankpresstu-'¢control,
liquidacquisitiondeviceeffectiveness,etc.)tests,as wellas planned flightexperimentsto
carryout system and subsystem validationtests.
Vehicle Avionics and Software
Although the technologyreadinesslevelof vehicleavionicsand softwareisahead
of many of the othermchnology areaslistedin some respects,thedemands on thesystem
in the areas of processing rate,accuracy, autonomous operation,and status/health
monitoring willdrivet_chnology and advanced development in ar_asnot fullydefinedat
thispoint.Sofrwar_r_luitcmentscannotbe fullydetermineduntilthevehicledesignisata
more finishedstage than the currentlevels.A preliminary schedule for autonomous
systems development ispresented.The decisionpointsfor fullscaledevelopment The
communications system optionscan be more fullydefinedbeforea finalvehicledesignis
produced, however. A technologydevelopment scheduleforadvanced communications is
prcscnmd.
Life Support
A reliable,redundant long term lifesupport system willbe enabling for futur_
explorationmissions.The degree of closureoL and the r_liabilityof the system ax_ the
major technology development concerns.Low-g human factorsdeterminationwillalsobe
an important technology considerationwhich willdrive vehicledesign.An integrated
scheduleof themajor areasof thelifesupporttechnologydcvelopmem taskam presented.
Itincludesradiationshieldingand materials,regenerativelifesupport,and EVA systems
development.As before,thepointswhere Lunar and Mars fullscaledevelopment decisions
can logicallybc made inthetechnologyprogram archighlighted.
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Aerobraking (low energy)
Low energy aerobraking will offer mission benefits in the areas of decreased
demands on the descent propulsion system, and improved crossrange capability. This area
presents a variety of issues for technology development including high strength to mass
ratio stnlcua'al materiais, nigh temperature thermal protection systems (although not as high
as for high energy aerobraking), avionics, assembly and operations, hypersonic test
facilities and computer codes, and Mars atmosphere prediction. High strength structural
material options include metal matrix composite, organic matrix composite, and advanced
carbon-carbon elements. Other structural considerations include load distribution and
attachment of payload for aerocapture, and ETO launch and assembly of large structm'es.
Thermal protection systems issues include low mass ablative and reradiafive materials, and
smlcmre/TPS integration issues. The aerobrake maneuver will place considerable demands
on the vehicle avionics system with the need for real time trajectory analysis, and vehicle
guidance and control. The launch and assembly of the large aerobrake structure will present
ground and space assembly and ops problems which will require technology and advanced
development in both the areas of design and operations. FinaLly, computational analysis
and atmosphere prediction capability will be critical in the development of a man-rated
aerobrake for Mars use. A preliminary development schedule for Lunar and Mars aerobrake
technology development is presented. It includes the major milestones for both ground and
flight testing. The points where a Lunar and Mars full scale development decision can be
made are also highlighted on the schedule. It should be noted that this schedule was built
with high energy aerobraking in mind, and will possibly be compressed to some degree if
only low energy aerobraking is developed.
In-Space Assembly and Processing
The in-space assembly and processing of large space transfer vehicles will present a
variety of technology advanced development challenges, particularly for the large LTV and
MEV aerobrakes. As shown on the accompanying schedule, extensive ground tests must
occur before any orbital work can be initiated. The vehicle designs will be driven to a large
degree by the assembly facilities and technologies seen as being available during the vehicle
buildup sequence.
Summary
As noted before,many of the identifiedcriticaland high leverage technology
development issuesarecommon acrossall'ofthemajor vehicleoptions.Common critical
technology issuesincludelow-g human factors,autonomous system healthmonitoring,
long term cryogenic storageand management (I-12,and possibly02 for ECLSS), long
durationECL,SS, radiationsheltermaterialand configuration,and in-spaceassembly.
Unique cryo allpropulsivetechnologyissuescenteraround largeadvanced space engine
advanced development. Enhancing technologiesincludecryogenic refrigeration(lander
tanks),O2-H2 RCS, advanced in-space assembly techniques,higher Isp cryogenic
engines,and advanced structuralmaterialsdevelopment
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Facilities
The facilityneedshave onlybeen identifiedinthisstudy;theextentof theimpact isyetto
be demrmined. A "bona fide"facilitydevclopn'_ntplanhas not been done as some ofthe
mquircmenm a_ only ata top-levelneedsevaluation.Therefore,theexactnann-cof the
subsystemsand theirsupportfacilitiesarc undemrmined. When thesedetcrminauons have-
been made forthefinalNASA selectedvehicle,thercsuksmust bc integratedwith the
vehicledevelopment schedule.
Inaddinon totheinformationhere,additionalfacilityand equipment derailisshown in
Ground subsectionof theSupport Systems sccnon ofthistext.The volumes forthe
baselineCryo/Aembmke vehicleforassembly,storage,and launchprocessingareshown
inthe"FacilityRequirements"chart.Processingtimeshown inthe "Assembly Time per
Mission" chart.All impactswillbe toincreasetheprocessingdmc and working volumes
r_quircd.Any facilityrequirementsmust be viewed inthelightof and incorporatedinto
theNationalLaunch FacilityPlan.
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Facility Requirements
1
2
3
4
5
Assembly Volume
20694.13
20694.13
42233.11
56989.01
Storage Volume !Launch Processing
69879.77 10129.05 0
6 54623.87 10129.05 0
7 39222.88 25031.66 4626.8_
8 39222.88 25031.66 0
9 49351.93 14902.61 0
10
11=
1 2_
1 31
1 41
15
16
20694.13
20694.13
20694.13
25031.66
34296.04
18528.75
34296.04 0
20694.13 25031.66 9264.38
39481.26 25031.66 0
39481,26 25031.66 0
0 _
17 18528.75
25031.66
25031.66
10129.0518 18528.751
16912.13
0
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
0 25031
0 34296
0 34296
0 25031
0 25031
0 25031
0 10129
.66i 18528.75
.0¢ 0
.0¢ 0
.661 9264.38
.66 0
.661 0
.051 14902.61
26
27
28
29
30
311
32
33
34
35
36
21207.95
21207.95
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10129 15
.05
30387
30387.15
30387.15
30387.15
0
0
21207.95
10129.05
10129.05
10129.0520258.1
20258.1 10129.05
20258.1 10129.05
20258.1 10129.05
10129.05 10129.05
10129.05 10129.05
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Cryo Aerobrake
Programmatics
The objectives of the Programmatics task during the current phase of the study were: (I)
realistic initial schedules that include initial critical path program elements; (2) initi_l
descriptions of new or unique facilities requirements; (3) development of a stable, clear,
responsive work breakdown structure (WBS) and WBS dictionary; (4) initial realistic
estimates of vehicle, mission and program costs, cost uncertainties, and funding prof'dc
requirements; (5) initial risk analysis, and (6) early and continuing infusion of
programmarics data into other study tasks to drive requirements/design/trade decisions.
The issues addressed during the study to date included: (I) capturing all potential long-lead
program items such as precursor missions, technology advancement and advanced
development, related infrastructure development, support systems and new or modified
facility construction, since these am as important as cost and funding in assessing goal
achievability; (2) incorporating sufficient operating margin in schedules to obtain high
probability of making the relatively brief Mars launch windows; (3) the work breakdown
structure must support key study goals such as commonality and (4) cost estimating
accuracy and uncertainty am recurring issues in concept definition studies.
Introduction
The study flow, as required by MSFC's statement of work, began with a set of strawman
concepts, introduced others as appropriate, conducted "neckdowns", and concluded with a
resulting set of concepts and associated recommendations.
As the study progressed, much discussion among the SEI community centered on
"architectures". In this study, architectures were more or less synonymous with concepts,
since the statement of work required that each concept be fully developed including
operations, support, technology, and so forth.
We started with ten concepts as shown in "Overall Study Flow" chart. After the
"neckdown" was completed, significant effort was put into programmatics.
D615-10026-2
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As was indicated earlier, we established three levels of activity to evaluate in-space
transportation options. The minimum was just enough to meet the President's objectives;
in fact "return to the Moon to stay" was interpreted as permanent facilities but not
permanent human presence. The minimum program had only three missions to Mars. The
median (full science) program aimed at satisfying most of the published science objectives
for Lunar and Mars exploration. The maximum program aimed for industrialization of the
Moon, for return of practical benefits to Earth, and for the beginnings of colonization of
Mars. The range of activity levels, as measured by people and materiel delivered to
planetary surfaces, was about a factor of 10. The range of Earth-to-orbit launch rates was
less, since we adopted results of preliminary trade studies, selecting more advanced in
space transportation technologies as baselines for greater activity levels. The high level
schedules developed for these three levels of activity are shown in the "Minimum
Program", "Full Science Program" and "Industrialization and Settlement Program" charts
and a comparison of them for both Lunar and Mars is shown in the "Lunar Program
Comparison" and "Mars Program Comparison" charts. The Cryogenic-All propulsive
systems were derived from the Cryo/Aerobrake systems be adjusting the size of the Trans-
Mars Injection Stage and eliminating the aerobrake from the materials costed.
Schedule/Network Development Methodology
A PC sys_m called Open Plan by WST Corporation was used, which allows direct control
and lower cost over a larger (mainframe) system. The network was purposely kept simple.
Summary activities were used in development of the networks. When derailed to a lower
level, some activities will require a different calendar than we used. One calendar with a
five day work week - no holiday was used. Utilizing multicalendars on a summary
network could confuse the development. The Preliminary WBS Structure Level 7 was
followed for selection of work to be derailed. An example of Level 7 is: MEV Ascent
Vehicle Structure/Mechanisms. We then developed a generic logic string of activities with
standard durations for like activities. This logic was then applied against each WBS Level
7 element. To establish interface ties between logic swings and determination of major
events, we used the Upper Level Summary Schedule and Summary Level Technology
Schedule.
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Goals/Purpose
There were two goals for the schedule/network development. These were:
a. Guidelines for Future Development. The schedules are a preliminary road map to
follow in the development program.
b. Layout Basis Framework for Network. The networks can be used for future detail
network development. This development can be in phases retaining unattended logic for
areas which can be be detailed.
Status
Six preliminary networks have been developed. They are:
- Lunar minimum
- Lunar full science
- Lunar industrialization
- Mars missions
- Mars full science
- Mars settlement
These networks will be further developed as information becomes available. The
technology development plan schedules are shown in the Schedules subsection of this text ;
an example of the standard 6 year program phase C/D schedule is shown in "Reference 6
yr. Full-Scale Development Schedule" chart. The network schedules developed during the
study are available in the Final Report Costs Data Book and the WBS.
Facilities
The facility requirements and approaches are discussed in the Facilities section of this text.
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Development Implementation
The integrated technology advancement and full-scale development schedules for the
Cryogenic/Aerobrake is shown for the subsystems in the Schedule section of this
document. The MEV is developed according to the above mentioned standard 6-year FSD
schedule. The Man-rating schedules for critical systems, that must be accomplished before
fn'st flight, are given in the next six man-rating charts. The long-duration Mars Tansit
Habitat, and its critical subsystems, will require operational testing in space to qualify for
the Mars mission. How all development and testing is actually done depends on program
interrelationships between lunar and Mars missions.
Work Breakdown Structure
The approach to developing a WBS tree and dictionary was to use the Space Station
Freedom Work Package One WBS as a point of departure to capture commonality,
modularity and evolution potentials. We worked with MSFC to evolve the WBS illustrated
in the six W'BS charts given in this section. The WBS dictionary details are provided with
the WBS tree in a separate deliverable document.
Cost Data
Overall Approach
Space transfer concept cost estimates were developed through parametric and detail
estimating techniques using program/scenario plans and hardware and software
descriptions combined with NASA and subcontractor data. Our estimating approach
simulates the aerospace development and production environment. It also reflects program
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optionsnot typicalof aerospaceprotrams. This flexibility allowsassessmentof innovative
programplanningconcepts.
Severaltools were employedin this analysis. For developingestimatesthe Boeing
ParametricCostModel(PCM)designedspecificallyfor advancedsystemestimatingwas
used. It utilizesa company-wide,uniformcomputerizeddatabasecontaininghistorical
datacompiledsince1969. Thesecondmajortool is aBoeingdevelopedLife CycleCost
Model.Thethird toolis theBoeingdevelopedReturnon Investment(ROI)Analyses.
The approachto cost estimating was to use the PCM to establishDDT&E and
manufacturingcostof majorhardwarecomponentsor to useotherestimates,(e.g.Nuclear
WorkingGroupestimator)if theywereconsideredsuperiorandthenfeedthemto theLCC
model.Variationsonequipmenthardwareor missionalternativescanberun throughthe
LCC andthencomparedfor areturnoninvestment.This flow is illustratedin the"Costing
MethodologyFlow" chart.Wewereableto investigatealternativeconceptsquickly,giving
system designers more data for evolving scenario/mission responsive concepts.
Transportationconcepts,tradestudies,and"neckdown"efforts weresupportedby this
approach.
Parametric Cost Model
PCM develops cost from the subsystem level and builds upward to obtain total program
cost. Costs are estimated from physical hardware descriptions (e.g., weights and
complexities) and program parameters (e.g., quantities, learning curves, and integration
levels). Known costs are input directly into the estimate when available; the model
assesses the necessary system engineering and system test efforts needed for integration
into the program. The PCM working unit is man-hours, which allows relationships that tie
physical hardware descriptions f'u'st to design engineering or basic factory labor, and then
through the organizational structure to pick up functional areas such as systems
engineering, test, and development shop. Using man-hours instead of dollars for
estimating relationships enables more reliable estimates. The PCM features, main inputs,
and results are shown in the "Boeing Parametric Cost Model (PCM)" chart. The applicable
PCM results, in constant 1990 dollars, are then put into the Life Cycle Cost Model to
obtain cost spreads for the various missions/programs. The various hardware components
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costed for the three different missions/programs are shown in the "LCCM Hardware
Assignments" chart. As stated above, adjustments were made for the Cryogenic-All
Propulsive from the Cryo/Aerobrake configuration.
The development of space hardware and components needed to accomplish the three
different Lunax/Mars missions were identified. These components are grouped into three
different categories defined below.
HLLV(Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle) is the booster required to lift personnel, cargo and
fuels into LEO and support the LEO node operations.
Prooulsion Includes the space propulsion system required to transfer people, cargo and
equipment out of LEO and into space. Space means Lunar, Mars and Earth destinations.
Propulsion Systems also include an all-propulsive cryogenic Trans Mars Injection System
(TMIS) for the Minimum Mission, the Nuclear Electric Propulsion Stage for the
Settlement/Industrial Missions.
Modules Include the space systems that are required to transfer people, cargo and
equipment from LEO to Lunar and Mars orbit; to de-orbit and sustain life and operations on
the Lunar and Mars Surface; and, finally, to return personnel and equipment to LEO.
•Cost Buildups
The PCM cost Model can be used directly to obtain complete DDT&E cost, including
production of major test articles, by entering into the manufacturing section the equivalent
numbers of units for each item, including the first flight article. However, when operated in
this way, PCM does not give the first unit cost. To save time, we operated PCM so as to
give first unit cost, which we needed for life cycle cost analyses, and used the first unit cost
to manually estimate the test hardware content of the DDT&E program. The "wrap factors"
shown in the cost buildup sheets were derived from the PCM runs as the factor that is
applied to design engineering cost to obtain complete design and development costs, e.g.
including non-recurring items such as systems engineering and tooling development.
Life Cycle Cost Model
The LCCM cost data is a composite of HLLV costs, launch base facilities cost estimate
based on $/sq. ft. and parametric estimates derived from the Parametric Cost Model. The
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principalsourceof informationis from thePCM. All hardwarecostestimates,with the
exceptionof HLLV, havebeendevelopedwith thismodel.
TheLCCM consistsof threeindividualmodels.Onemodelis for theMinimumProgram
Scale;thesecondis for theFull ScienceProgramScale;while thethird modelis for the
Settlement/IndustrializationProgramScale.TheMinimumProgrammeetsthePresident's
SpaceExplorationInitiative(SEI)objectives.ThesecapabilitiesincludepermanentLunar
facilitiesbutnotpermanenthumanpresenceandthreemissionsto Mars. The Full Science
program not only meets the President's SEI objectives but also provides for long term
bases for far-ranging surface exploration. The Settlement/Industrialization program
accomplishes the objectives of the Minimum and Full Science program scales and
additionally returns practical benefits to Earth. These models were developed using the
three architecture levels described in the Boeing manifest worksheets. Total cost for each
system are tabulated by year and each year's totals feed into a summary sheet that calculates
the total program cost for each level. Since the LCCM results are mission related, not just
vehicle related, they are not provided here but are available in Final Report Cost Data Book.
The LCCM was developed using Microsoft Excel version 2.2 for the Macintosh computer.
Any Macintosh equipped with Excel 2.2 can be used to execute the model.
Return On Investment
One of the principal uses of the LCCM is to develop trades and return on investment for
technology options. As shown in the "Costing Methodology Flow" chart, two separate
life cycle cost models (which include DDT&E and production cost data derived from the
parametric cost models ) must be developed for each ROI case; a reference, and a case
utilizing a technology option. The two life cycle cost streams are separately entered, and
the ROI model is executed. The flow also illustrates that not all of the data entered into the
life cycle cost model is derived from available costing software. Technical analysis must
accompany this data. For example, the number of units which must be produced for the
DDT&E program must be determined. This is done at the subsystem level based on
knowledge of past programs, and proposed system/subsystem tests. Since the ROI
analysis is mission related, not just vehicle related, the data is not presented here but is
available in the Final Report Costs Data Book.
Results
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A summary of the cost data produced by the PCM for the CAB vehicle are given in the
"Mars CAB Preliminary PCM Summary" and "Mars CAB Preliminary PCM Summary -
continued" charts. The PCM program was used to produce DDT&E and production cost
estimates for each of our reference Mars and lunar vehicles to the subsystem level. The
DDT&E costs generated by the PCM do not include all of the necessary hardware for the
f'u'st mission vehicle. Hence all necessary additional units (prototypes,test units, lab units,
etc.) were added into the vehicle cost buildups as shown in the "CAB Cost Buildup"
charts. The total DDT&E includes additional costs (e.g.. additional units in the DDT&E
program), contractor fees and the engineering wrap factor. The total DDT&E from the cost
buildup and the unit cost from the PCM are the primary vehicle cost inputs to the LCC
model
D615-10026-2 632
Risk Analyses
Risk analyses were conducted to develop an initial risk assessment for the various
architectures. This presentation of risk analysis results considers development risk, man-
rating requirements, and several aspects of mission and operations risk.
Development Risk
All of the architectures and technologies investigated in this study incur some degree of
development risk; none are comprised entirely of fully developed technology.
Development risks are correlated directly with technological uncertainties. We identified
the following principal risks:
Cryogenics - High-performance insulation systems involve a great many layers of multi-
layer insulation (MLI), and one or more vapor-cooled shields. Analyses and experiments
have indicated the efficacy of these, but demonstration that such insulation systems can be
fabricated at light weight, capable of surviving launch g and acoustics loads, remains to be
accomplished. In addition, there are issues associated with propellant transfer and zero-g
gauging. These, however, can be avoided for early lunar systems by proper choice of
configuration and operations, e.g. the tandem-direct system recommended elsewhere in this
report. This presents the opportunity to evolve these technologies with operations of initial
flight systems.
Engines - There is little risk of being able to provide some sort of cryogenic engine for
lunar and Mars missions. The P.L- I0 could be modified to serve with little risk; deep
throttling of this engine has already been demonstrated on the test stand. The risk of
developing more advanced engines is also minimal, An advanced development program in
this area serves mainly to reduce development cost by pioneering the critical feaun_s prior
to full-scale development,
Aerocapmre and aerobraking - There are six potential functions, given here inapproximate
ascending order of development risk: aero descent and landing of crew capsules returning
from the Moon, aerocapture to low Earth orbit of returning reusable lunar vehicles, landing
of Mars excursion vehicles from Mars orbit, aero descent and landing of crew capsules
returning from Mars, aerocapture to low Earth orbit of returning Mars vehicles, and
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aerocapture to Mars orbit of Mars excursion and Mars transfer vehicles. The "Development
Risk for Aerobraking by Function chart provides a qualitative development risk comparison
for these six functions.
Aerocapture of vehicles requires large aerobrakes. For these to be efficient, low mass per
unit area is required, demanding efficient structures made from very high performance
materials as well as efficient, low mass thermal protection materials. By comparison, the
crew capsules benefit much less from high performance structures and TPS.
Launch packaging and on-orbit assembly of large aerobrakes presents a significant
development risk that has not yet been solved even in a conceptual design sense. Existing
concepts package poorly or are difficult to assemble or both. While the design challenge
can probably be met, aerobrake assembly is a difficult design and development challenge,
representing an important area of risk.
Nuclear thermal rockets - The basic technology of nuclear thermal rockets was developed
and demonstrated during the 1960s and early 1970s. The development risk to reproduce
this technology is minimal, except in testing as described below. Current studies are
recommending advances in engine performance, both in specific impulse (higher reactor
temperature) and in thrust-to-weight ratio (higher reactor power density). The risks in
achieving these are modest inasmuch as performance targets can be adjusted to technology
performance.
Reactor and engine tests during the 1960s jetted hot, slightly radioactive hydrogen directly
into the atmosphere. Stricter environmental controls since that time prohibit discharge of
nuclear engine effluent into the atmosphere. Design and development of full containment
test facilities presents a greater development risk than obtaining the needed performance
from nuclear reactors and engines. Full- containment facilities will be required to contain all
the hydrogen effluent, presumably oxidize it to water, and remove the radioactivity.
Electric Propulsion Power Management and Thrusters - Power management and thrusters
are common to any electric propulsion power source (nuclear, solar, or beamed power).
Unique power management development needs for elecmc propulsion are (1) minimum
mass and long life, (2) high power compared to space experience, i.e. megawatts instead of
kilowatts, (3) fast arc suppression for protection of thrusters. Minimizing mass of power
distribution leads to high distribution voltage and potential problems with plasma losses,
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arcing,andEMI. Thus while powermanagementis a maturetechnology,the unique
requirementsof electricpropulsionintroduceanumberof developmentrisksbeyondthose
usuallyexperiencedinspacepowersystems.
Electricthrustertechnologyhasbeenunderdevelopmentsincethebeginningof thespace
program.Small thrustersare now operational,suchas the resistance-heat-augmented
hydrazinethrustersoncertaincommunicationspacecraft.Smallarcandion thrustersare
nearingoperationalusefor satellitestationkeeping.
Spacetransferdemandsonelectricpropulsionperformanceplaceapren'fiumonhighpower
in thejet perunit massof electricpropulsionsystem.This in turn placesapremiumon
thrusterefficiency; power in the jet, not electricalpower, propelsspaceships.Space
transferelectricpropulsionalsorequiresspecificimpulsein therange5000to 10,000
seconds.Only ion thrustersandmagnetoptasmadynamic(MPD) arcthrusterscandeliver
thisperformance.Ionthrustershaveacceptablefficiencybutrelativelylow powerperunit
of ion beamemittingarea.MPDthrustertechnologycandelivertheneededIspwith high
powerper thruster,buthasnotyetreachedefficienciesof interest. Circularion thrusters
havebeenbuilt up to 50cm diameter,with sphericalsegmention beamgrids. Thesecan
absorbon the order of 50 kWe each.A 10 MWe systemwould need200 operating
thrusters.Thedevelopmentalternativesall havesignificantrisk: (1)Advancethestateof
theart of MPD thrustersto achievehighefficiency;(2)Developpropulsionsystemswith
largenumbersof thrustersandcontrolsystems;or (3) Advancethestateof theartof ion
thrustersto muchlargersizeperthruster.
Nuclear power for electric propulsion - Spacepowerreactor technologynow under
development(SP-100)maybeadequate;neededadvancesaremodest.Advancedpower
conversionsystemsarerequiredto obtainpower-to-massratiosof interest.The SP-100
baselineis thermoelectric,whichhasnohopeof meetingpropulsionsystemperformance
needs.The mostlikely candidatesaretheclosedBrayton(gas)cycleandthepotassium
Rankine(liquid/vapor)cycle. (Potassiumprovidesthebestmatchof liquid/vapor fluid
propertiesto desiredcycle temperatures.) Stirling cycle, thermionics,and a high-
temperaturethermally-drivenfuel cell arepossibilities.Thebasictechnologyfor Brayton
andRankinecyclesaremature;bothare in widespreadindustrial use. Prototypespace
power Braytonand Rankineturbineshaverun successfullyfor thousandsof hoursin
laboratories.Thedevelopmentrisk hereis thattheseareverycomplexsystems;thereis no
experiencebasefor couplingaspacepowerreactorto adynamicpowerconversioncycle;
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thereis nospacepowerexperiencebaseat thepowerlevelsneeded;andthese systems, at
power levels of interest for SEI space transfer application, are large enough to require in-
space assembly and checkout. Space welding will be required for fluid systems assembly.
Solar power for space transfer propulsion - Solar power systems for space propulsion must
attain much higher power-to-mass ratios than heretofore achieved. This implies a
combination of advanced solar cells, probably multi-band-gap, and lightweight structural
support systems. Required array areas are very. large. Low-cost arrays, e.g. $100/watt,
are necessary for affordable system costs, and automated construction of the large area
structures, arrays, and power distribution systems appears also necessary. Where the
nuclear electric systems are high development risk because of complexity and the lack of
experience base at relevant power levels and with the space power conversion technologies,
most of the solar power risk appears as technology advancement risk. If the technology
advancements can be demonstrated, development risk appears moderate.
Avionics and software - Avionics and software requirements for space transfer systems are
generally within the state of the art. New capability needs are mainly in the area of vehicle
and subsystem health monitoring. This is in part an integration problem, but new
techniques such as expert and neural systems are likely to play an important role.
An important factor in avionics and software development is that several vehicle elements
having similar requirements will be developed, some concurrently. A major reduction in
cost and integration risk for avionics can be achieved by advanced development of a
'_standard" avionics and software suite, from which all vehicle elements would depart.
Further significant cost savings are expected from advancements in software development
methods and environments.
Environmental Control and Life Support (ECLS) - The main development risk in ECLS is
for the Mars transfer habitat system. Other SEI space transfer systems have short enough
operating durations that shuttle and Space Station Freedom ECLS system derivatives will
be adequate. The Mars transfer requirement is for a highly closed physio-chemicai system
capable of 3 years' safe and dependable operation without resupply from Earth. The
development risk arises from the necessity to demonstrate long life operation with high
confidence; this may be expensive in cost and development schedule.
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Man.Rating Approach
Man-rating includes three elements: (i) Design of systems to manned flight failure tolerance
standards, (2) Qualification of subsystems according to normal man-raring requirements,
and (3) Flight demonstration of critical performance capabilities and functions prior to
placing crews at risk. Several briefing charts follow: the first summarizes a recommended
approach and lists the subsystems and elements for which man-rating is needed;
subsequent charts present recommended man-rating plans.
Mission and Operations Risk
These risk categories include Earth launch, space assembly and orbital launch, launch
windows, mission risk, and mitigation of ionizing radiation and zero-g risks.
Earth launch - The Earth launch risk to in-space transportation is the risk of losing a
payload because of a launch failure. Assembly sequences are arranged to minimize the
impact of a loss, and schedules include allowances for one make-up launch each mission
opportunity.
Assembly and Orbital Launch Operations - Four sub-areas are covered: assembly, test and
on-orbit checkout, debris, and inadvertent re-entry.
Assembly operations risk is reduced by verifying interfaces on the ground prior to launch
of elements. Assembly operations equipment such as robot arms and manipulators will
undergo space testing at the node to qualify critical capabilities and performance prior to
initiating assembly operations on an actual vehicle.
Assembly risk varies widely with space transfer technology. Nuclear thermal rocket
vehicles appear to pose minimum assembly risk; cryo/aerobraking are intermediate, and
nuclear and solar electric systems pose the highest risk.
Test and on-orbit checkout must deal with consequences of test failures and equipment
failures. This risk is difficult to quantify with the present state of knowledge. Indications
are: (1) large space transfer systems wiU experience several failures or anomalies per day.
Dealing with failures and anomalies must be a routine, not exceptional, part of the
operations or the operations will not be able to launch space transfer systems from orbit; (2)
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vehiclesmusthavehighly capableself-test systems and must be designed for repair,
remove and replace by robotics where possible and for ease of repair by people where
robotics cannot do the job; (3) test and on-orbit checkout will run concurrently with
propellant loading and launch countdowns. These cannot take place on Space Station
Freedom. Since the most difficult part of the assembly, test and checkout job must take
place off Space Station Freedom the rest of the job probably should also.
Orbital debris presents risk to on-orbit operations. Probabilities of collision are large for
SEI-class space transfer systems in low Earth orbit for typical durations of a year or more.
Shielding is mandatory. The shielding should be designed to be removed before orbital
launch and used again on the next assembly project.
Creation of debris must also be dealt with. This means that (1) debris shielding should be
designed to minimize creation of additional debris, especially particles of dangerous size,
and (2) operations need to be rigorously controlled to prevent an inadvertent loss of tools
and equipment that will become a debris hazard.
Inadvertent re-entry is a low but possible risk. Some of the systems, especially electric
propulsion systems, can have very low ballistic coefficient and therefore rapid orbital decay
rate. Any of the SEI space transfer systems will have moderately low ballistic coefficient
when not loaded with propellant. While design details are not far enough along to make a
quantitative assessment, parts of these vehicles would probably survive reentry to become
ground impact hazards .in case of inadvertent reentry. For nuclear systems, it will be
necessary to provide special support systems and infrastructure to drive the probability of
inadvertent reentry to extremely low levels.
Launch Windows - Launch windows for single-burn high-thrust departures from low Earth
orbit are no more than a few days because regression of the parking orbit line of nodes
causes relatively rapid misalignmem of the orbit plane and departure vector. For lunar
missions, windows recur at about 9-day intervals.
For Mars, the recurrence is less frequent, and the interplanetary window only lasts 30 to 60
days. It is important to enable Mars launch from orbit during the entire interplanetary
window. Three-impulse Mars departures make this possible; a plane change at apogee of
the intermediate parking orbit provides alignment with the departure vector. Further
v
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analysisof thethree-bumschemeis neededto assesspenaltiesandidentify circumstances
whereit doesnot work.
Launch window problems are generally minimal for low-thrust (electric propulsion)
systems.
Mission Risk - Comparative mission risk was analyzed by building risk trees and
performing semi-quantitative analysis. The next chart presents a comparison of several
mission modes; after that are the risk trees for these modes.
Ionizing Radiations and Zero G - The threat from ionizing radiations is presented elsewhere
in this document. Presented here are the mitigating strategies for ionizing radiations and
zero g.
Nuclear systems operations present little risk to flight crews. Studies by University of
Texas at Austin showed that radiation dose to a space station crew from departing nuclear
vehicles is very small provided that sensible launch and flight strategies are used. On-
board crews are protected by suitable shielding and by arrangement of the vehicle, i.e.
hardware and propellant between reactors and the crew and adequate separation distances.
After nuclear engines are shut off, radiation levels drop rapidly so that maneuvers such as
departure or return of a Mars excursion vehicle are not a problem. On-orbit operations
around a returned nuclear vehicle are deferred until a month or two after shutdown, by
which time radioactivity of the engine is greatly reduced.
Reactor disposal has not been completely studied. Options include solar system escape and
parking in stable heliocentric orbits between Earth and Venus.
Crew radiation dose abatement employs "storm shelters" for solar flares, and either added
shielding of the entire vehicle or fast transfers (or both) to reduce galactic cosmic ray
exposure. Assessments are in progress; tradeoffs of shielding versus fast trips have yet to
be completed. Expected impact for lunar missions is negligible and for Mars missions,
modest.
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